Tay lor & Young Play to Cap acity Crowd
-Joe Ty ler
The temperature approached 85 degrees and a thick
layer of smoke hermetically sealed the minds of an impatient audience. People sat everywhere, on pipes above the
bleachers, and behind the control platform where they
couldn 't even see the stage. Wadsworth was packed, uncomfortably so, and people were being turned away at
the gate.
Livingston Taylor, Jesse Colin Young and in a somewhat-unexpected appearance , the Jerry Corbett Band, entertained over 3 500 onlookers in a concert which actually
began on time.
The opening performer was Livingston Taylor, no
longer standing in his brother's shadow. He played and
was miked very well. Taylor exhibited a calm mastery of
his music and made a fairly impressive presence on the
stage. Taylor played several of his own songs and a few
of brother James'; piano and guitar were always well set
in. Near the end of his set Taylor did a humorous rendition of "Rubber Ducky ". The audience was very responsive to m ost of Taylor's music and brought him back for
an encore. To make things interesting, Taylor finished
with a few Scruggsian 3-finger banjo numbers, which included a bluegrass tune and a whole string of classical
banjo bits. Taylor's performance was unfortunately short
in retrospect.
After 15 minutes another group presented themselves and began a string of rhythm and blues numbers
including a couple of Charlie Daniels tunes. Finally the
guitarist introduced .his band and himself , Jerry Corbett,
as being one of the original Youngbioods along with
Jesse Colin Young. On this pretense, he did a song called
"Grizzly Bear" which he wrote for the Youngbioods years
ago. Corbett sang with an abrasive voice approximating a
lower-pitched Johnny- Winter. Thereafter, the music could
not be.understood and the only fusion with the audience
was visceral, if that.
-Admjtt<a_y,rfC<^
could-only have come after a line df slow confusion, surprise, and conciliation with a twinge Of impatience — the
audience evidently expected Jesse Colin Young to play for
several hours. Corbett's group did not produce the type of
music expected. The atmosp here had changed from Taylor's lead, especially when the exit doors were opened.
Corbett's group was at least outwardly interesting.
In a style befitting a different era, bass player Skin-head
Walsh , formerly of Seatrain , sported the Hun look. He
did a very adequate job leaving only tone and style be.:
hind. The fellow on keyboards was to say the least overreaching, but without professional qualifications. In at
least two points during the Corbett set he nearly fell backwards off his stool; sometimes he hanged the piano in a
nearly primal way, but amazingly never missed a cue.
Corbett's band was tight and Corbett led adequately
with several very eliciting guitar pieces. During the last

songs, Young s saxophonist appeared to do a dual-lead
with Corbett. This picked up the group a bit technically,
yet in the end there were bows but no encores.
Young and his band made their appearance at about
10:30 and immediately performed 3 numbers. The
opener was the title cut from his latest album "Songbird ".
Young eventually played 3 more title cuts but most of
his songs were from the "Song for Juli " album.
Young is one of the few musicians I have seen on
stage who is so relaxed, almost serene, while performing
his music. After the opening numbers, he introduced his
wife and co-writer of the next song, then played a beautiful spotlight version of "Song for Juli". The band blended
in and the mellow and appreciative atmosphere returned.
Even a few of the security.guards were seen to be peacefully lined up on the walkway over-looking the performers and audience.
After this number Young switched to an electric guitar for the remainder, most of which were album cuts. "Hes
itation Blues" brought large chunks of the audience to its
feet. The concert version of "Ridgetop" — now almost an
integral part of Young's mellow California mystique, was
very well done, expecially in the flute and sax accompaniments.
Young's band was more than adequate. Keyb oards
were always well improvised; the band played smoothly
and the solo licks blended well. Young himself stood out
above the rest in the quality and distinctive pitch of his
vocals. His guitar work was excellent although sometimes
the pace of the group jum ped ahead of the engineering and
the leads were shadowed out.
As the concert progressed, Young played increasingly
familiar songs. The last number, "Light Shine", brought
the audience to its feet. Then after a match-lit pause,
Young returned for a" second encore to do an old Youngbloods' number called "Get Together ". It seem s that more
of his older material yyas expected, but "Darkness, Darkness" never came.
.
•" ¦•<; . .
One could hardly have asked for more from"Young
and his musicians, except of course, for the consideration
of time; $7500 for about 90 minutes, including 2 encores
is a very satisfactory salary. All things considered however,
the success of the concert was by far more valuable than
the money spent.

Lord Caradon
to visit Colb y

The Right Honourable Lord Caradon will visit
Colby November 3-7 as a Woodrow Wilson Visiting Senior
Fellow. This program was established in 1973 by the
Lilly Foundation of Indianapolis "to enhance the relationship between the academic and professional worlds."
During his five days on campus, Lord Caradon will be
speaking and taking part in informal meetings with faculty
and students.
Lord Caradon was Minister of State for Foreign and
Commonwealth Affairs and United Kingdom Representative at the United Nations from 1964 to 1970. Since then
he has performed assignments for the United Nations in
Africa and elsewhere and has travelled widely including visits to the Middle East. He is a Fellow of the Adlai Steven'
son Institute for International Affairs in Chicago. Lord
Caradon , the former Sir Hugh Foot , was created a Life
Peer in 1964 and is a member of a distinguished West Coun
try British family. He is the son of the late Rt. Hon. Isaac
Foot, a former liberal M.P. and a Minister in the British
Governem
Government. Two of his brothers, Sir Dingle Foot and
Michael Foot, have been members of Parliament , the former having served its Solicitor General from 1964 to 1967.
Born in Plym outh on October 8, 1907, Hugh Mackintosh was educated at a Quaker School , Leighton Park[
School, and at St John 's College, Cambridge, where he was
President of the Cambridge Union.
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OPEN HOUSE AT THE PRESIDENT 'S

A n intense moment for Livingston Taylor at this

Past Sunday 's evening concert. Maybe he can't
b elicve 3500 fans?????
(photo by Geoff Parker ) '

Mrs. Stridor and I expect to bo at homo
this coming Sunda y evening, November 2, and
we would enjoy visiting with stud ents who might
want to dro p in. Abou t 7 :30 p.m., very informal.
R.E.L.S.

' Let your light shine sings Jesse Cohn Young,
to a very full house of his Mainiac-type friends.
(photo by Geoff Pa rker)

Trustees Meet Students
—Nancy Daly '
Last Thursday evening, many Trustee members turned
up in the Dana lounge, betweeiiV.OO and 9:00 to meet
students. Am ong them were • Mr. Albert C. Palmer, Chairperson; Mr. Charles P. Barnes II; Mr. Wilson C. Piper;Mr.
Robert S. Lee; Mr Missie Grossman; Mr. Kenneth A. Johnson ; Mr. Clark H . Carter; Mrs. Anne Syostak ; Miss Sigride
Tompkins. The Board of Trustees members were in town for
thejf riday m orning meeting of the full Board.
The gathering was arranged by Martha Nist, one of the
student representatives to the Board. Martha hopes to increase student input to the Board by such means and to afford students an opportunity to meet Board members. In
the past, other than the fairly recent innovation of student
representatives, there has been virtually no contact between
the Board and students.
Many of the Board members had to leave early for commitee meetings. However, four stayed until the end. Alth ough student turnout was somewhat limited , approximately 80 showed up for some period during the course of
the evening. Both students and Trustees seemed to enjoy
the interaction and the refreshments. The Board members
seemed willing to discuss a variety of issues.
Charles Barnes, a lawyer from the Portland area, and a
Colby alumnus, was one Trustee who stayed. When asked
how the Trustees are chosen, Mr. Barn es explained that a
number of Trustees are elected by the alumni and others
arc appointed by the Trustees themselves.
As a member of tlie Buildings and Grounds committee of
the Board , Mr. Barn es was asked several times about prospective plans for a student center. He answered that there
are no plans to erect a new building for that purpose , due
to financial considerations. He, and presumably the rest of
the Board , feels that Roberts can be adequately renovated
to suit the purpose and this renovation will cost several
million dollars less than a new building. The savings will
be better spent on academic facilities , according to Mr.
Barnes.
Mr. Barnes, in turn ,"-questioned students as to the effectiveness or necessity of a residential community centered
around academics as practiced by the Center for Coordinated Studies. He received mixed responses from students .
One student expressed the sentiment that Colby's educational policies are "basically conservative and asked Mr.
Barnes if this was due to the Faculty or to the Trustees.
Although Mr. Barnes disagreed with the basic premise, he
said that the Board tries to allow the Faculty as much autonomy as possible, although they do have final discretion. J4>
They adopt this policy to attract a high standard of faculty
members to Colby.
If possible, Martha would like to see future Open Houses
with the Trustees. However, the full Board meets onl y
four times each year, Opportunities are therefore limited.

Editorial

a new lookout post
This week represents, in many ways, the turning
point of the fall semester, 1975. The expansive mid-term
break was accentuated by a superb concert in Wadsworth
Gymnasium and the over-bearing rush of examinations
has dried to a trickle. The Board of Trustees has come
and¦ gone.
*
B & G will soon begin their seasonal ta_k of raking
up the-fallen leaves and this week's unseasonable warmth
makes the inevitable winter rawness all the more foreboding.
As for the ECHO, this issue represents our halfway mark of an eleven issue semester. The renovation
of Runnals Union , which was slated to begin this week, finall y squeezed us out of the building and our beloved office on a misty Saturday morning. We reluctantly loaded
our tools of the trade — headliner, typewriters, waxer , book
shelves , tables, desks , and a hundred little items - into our
trucks and cars and slowly drove across campus to our new
home in the Field House We felt a twinge of sadness, sentimentality I suppose , at aband oning a spacious, wood-paneled office full of mem ories of late night problems, fun , and
ultimately, the accomplishments of a weekly newspaper.
Our new office is located in the old ski classroom on
the squash court level near B & G. This m ove, at mid-sf:mester, is symbolic of a call for self-reevaluation , an analysis of where we are headed as a weekly newspaper serving
Colby College. We must, for one , start to consider next
semester, when a substantial part of our hard-core staff
will be away from Colby.
The seed from which the ECHO is born is represente d b y a varying number of students who each week, regardless of tests and other obligations, contribute their
time and energy to writing articles, taking photographs,
and h elp ing with lay-out. No number of editors could
put out the paper without the voluntary efforts of these
people. But the jobs are often try in g and m ore help is always needed. Therefore we again plead for all who are con
cerned with the future of the ECHO, and who think they
might want to work with us , to make themselves known.
The result, we anticipate, will be a better newspaper
created from out new lookout post in the Field House.

Lord Caradon

New ECHO drop-off points
Realizing that our new location in the Field
House may impede the speedy delivery, of articles
and letters, we have established two drop-off
points on campus. All submission should be left
in the new ECHO office or at Ben Ford's room ,
246 Woo d man , before Monday " night."
—
—
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We hold these truths to be self -evident...
-Hal Bodden
The Peoples Bicentennial Commission began in 1971.
Far-sighted Jeremy Rifkin , a graduate of The Wharton School
of Finance and The Fletcher School of Law and Di plomacy,
recognized the need for an organization to balance what would
be the commercialism of the White House's Bicentennial
Commission. Mr. Rifkin enlisted the support of Ted Howard
in 1972 and the two began formulating policy and a viable
plan of action for the coming 200th an niversary year.

,—
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On leaving Cambridge, Lord Caradon entered the Co- i
lonial Service and was posted in Palestine as an Adminis- '
trative Officer. He served in some of the toughest areas in
Palestine during the troubled nineteen thirties, in the Colon ial Of f ice in 19 38 , and went to Trans-Jordan as Assistant British Resident , later being seconded to-British Military Administration in Nort h Africa.
In 1943 he went to Cyprus as Colonial^ecretary ;
he acted as Governor in 1944. There followed two years
as Colonial Secretary in Jamaica and then four as Chief
; Secretary in Nigeria ; in both countries he several times acted
as Governo r , and in 1951 he returned to Jamaica as Captain-General and Governor in Chief , a post he held until 1957
In Ni geria he played 'a 'major ,pa'rt in the preparation of the fin
federal"constitutidrirKlntrd.d_ rded in June , 1951) and in Jafnaic
he guided the constitutional developments leading up to
internal self-government. He later became Governor of Cyprus in the disorders of the late fifties and helped to achieve a settlement leading to the independence of Cyprus
in 1960.
1
Of his work as a British administrator in Palestine,
|
Jamaica , Nigeria and Cypurs and later at the United Nations 1
I
Lord Caradon described himself as "an expert in international frustration " and went on to say,"I have no il|
lu'sions but I am not disillusioned. I believe in the obliga- I
don of optimism."
I

and public relations men in charge of the (White House) commission ... While it may seem sorely out of character , let me
put in a plug for the PBC. . .their publications breathe with
fire and purp ose and sincerity."
Duke Zeller, spokesman for the White House Commission , put the PBC in clear perspective ; "The Peoples Bicentennial Commission has become a thorn in our side."
Last summer Hart Research Associates conducted a nation
wide public opinion telephone poll for the PBC. The reBoth men felt that the princi ple of participative demo csults, some of which are detaile d
have caused the
racy had been buried under the expanding corporate "strong- PBC to imitate a "Common Sensebelow,
Campaign
" which will
hold." The fact that America was born of revolutionary
"challenge the stranglehold that the corporate elite exert
ideals and dedicated radicals had been forgotten! One way
over our country."
to deal with the problem , Rifkin and Howard concluded ,
was to show.the Ameri can public that the Bi centennial CeleVIEWS ON THE CAPITALIST SYSTEMbration was really a Madison Avenue-type advertising cam,33% of the public believe that our capitalist economic
paign to sell America to her citizens.
system
has already reached its peak in terms of perforA quote from a speech by Jeremy Rifkin addressed to a
mance
and
is now on the decline,
large audience of American businessmen conferring on the
RATING
THE
PERFORMANCE OF AMERICA N
upcoming Bicentennial describes the sentiment motivating
BUSINESSthe PBC't
69% of the public give American business a negative
"We hold these truth s to be self-evident, that all business
rating
in "keeping profits at reasonable levels,"
corp orations are created equal, That they are endowed by
while
only
26% gave business a positive rating. 55% of
their creator with certain unalienable rights. That among
the
public
give
American business a negative rating in
these are price fixing, fraudulent advertising, and the pursuit
"providing good quality products ," while 43% give
of profit. That to secure these rights governments are bought
business a positive rating,
by corporations deriving their just power from the consent
WHAT IS WRONG WITH OUR ECONOMIC SYSTEMof the stockholders. That whenever any form of government
,
72% of the public agree that "profits are the major goal
becomes destructive of these ends it is the right of the corof
business even if it means unemp loyment and inflaporations to alter or abolish it and to finance new governtion
," while only 24% disagree. ,
ment, laying its foundation on such principles and organi61% of the public agree that "there is a conspiracy azing its power in such form as to them shall seem most likely
mong bi g corporations to set prices as hi gh as possible,"
to effect their safety and their profits. " (June 11, 1974)
while only 32% disagree.
DOES WASHINGTON CONTROL CORPORATIONS
OR DO CORPORATIONS CONTROL WASHThe PBC is an organization dedicated to America , to the
INGTONBicentennial celebration , and to democratic economic change
72% of the public say that "Ameri ca's major corpoIn the words of The Neto York Times, the PBC is "An inrations tend to domin ate and determine the actions of
dependent group of fiery men and women dedicated to
our public officials in 'Washington , "while just 25% bechange in the revolu tionary spirit of '76 ... " Or as James
PBC
is
a
lot
Iieve that the reverse Is true" and thac"public officials in
J. Kilpatrick wrote, "Judging-by its literature,
Washington tend to dominate and determine trie, actions
closer to the true spirit of '76 than the promoters, politicians,
continued on p age4
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x Sandy Maisel
Home f r om Australia
Evaluates Sabbatical
The Sabbatical as an Institution

The school day ran from roughly 10:00 am to 6:00 pm.
home more forcibly.
Other examples abound. M any Australian governmental Students came to the university to go to classes or the Library; they went home or to the Library between classes. Alm ost
are some years behind us; yet they learn from our
I have a new "digger's " hat. J oshua now answers to "Cob- policies
mistakes. Massive high-rise public housing units, w hich h ave all of the school work was done during these very intense
ber," an Australian country slang for "mate," and. the nick- ,
proven to be so dysfunctional here, are not to be found in . work days. Little or no .time was "wasted" in casual convername seems to suit him well. A street map of Melbourne
Australia. Sydney and Melbourne arc not choked by rings sations with other students or with members of the faculty.
hangs prominently in my office ; few n otice it, but it gives
University attendance was viewed as Americans m ight view
of freeways ; public transportation might even save the air
me a warm feeling. And, of course, "Don 't Rubbish Aus- , .
irom becoming poisoned. Being first with the biggest is not a job ; when the work day was ended, the job en ded. Only
tralia" bumper stickers make my car easy to pick .out when
always\the best—though this seems to be a hard lesson for a on rare occasions was any work taken home. This pattern
the Concourse is crowded.
consumer-oriented country like ours to learn. Obviously we held for faculty as well as for students. I know I accompli shed
But anyone who knows me.would have predicted that
much m ore substantive work during an average day at Melcan learn from others' successes and mistakes as they have
there would be outward signs of my Australian experience.
learned from,ours ; but too often American chauvinism seems bourne Uni than at Colby. I read as much , wrote as much
The sh owman i n me demands it. The more important questo prevent this. To take one obvious example, American potion to ask is what I gained as a teacher, as a scholar , as a mem- litical scientists fre quently complain about low voter turn. thought as much there and almost never took anything
home
with me at ni ght. The reason was that when a
leave
of
from
the
semester's
ber of the Colby community,
out; the Australians have compulsorary voting, though the
facutly
member
was in his or her office it was as if a "Do Not
absence which the College granted m e so that I could teach
penalties for failure to vote are rarely if ever enforced.
Disturb"
si
gn
was
always posted. As a visitor my work day
in Australia. Obviously* in a short article, I cannot hope to
Sh ouldn 't we at least be studying this type of procedure as
was
not
disturbed
b y committee meetings or other adminsummarize everything that happened to me during the eight
a solution to what wc perceive as a problem?
istrative
responsibilities.
months I was away from Waterville. I could not begin to
I was amazed at what could be done
I know, now th at viewing our system from afar and anoin
concentrated
periods
of
time.
give my imp ressions of Australia, of Melbourne, or even of
ther system up close have helped me to 'refine my understanBut, again,so much m ore was lost. Those of you who
the two universities at which I taught. Perhaps, however, L ean ding of American politics. Hopefully , this has also improved .
can explain why leaves of absence are important for all faculmy teaching. I think that exposure to university students in work in The Pit have frequent cause to com plain about the
noise pf my revolving door. Certainly answering minor questhe
College
comty members and why, at least potentially,
a totally different school system was equally beneficial to
tions breaks one's concentration , but minor questions often
munity gains as much as the individual who is away.
me. This is an experience that many on research sabbaticals lead
to more important ones, and a great deal of learning—
At the outset, let me state a long-held prejudice. Since
are not afforded. I found it to-be most important in helping
on
the
part of both the facutl y member and the studentmy college days, I have viewed leaves of absence <and sabme to refine some of my ideas about Colby as an institution
baticals are functionally the same foE :my purposes) as the
goes
on
in those informal sessions. The students in my third
and my role as afaculty member at a small, liberal arts college
year Honours class at Melbourn e Uni had been attending
primary cause of irritating astericks, denoting courses listed
in a catalogue but not in fact offered. When I was a student, '
classes together for four solid semesters before I met them ;
these were invariably courses I wanted to take. Since I have .
yet only five of the fifteen knew anything more than the
The Australian] University
others' names. The hour-long "Spa break" and the late night
been teaching, th ese were cou rses I th ought my advisees
could Benefit from and they resulted in increased enrollments
bull session mi ght seem to be wastes of time, but again the
college experience is certainly m ore than what one gets from
in my courses, Certainly I recognized that they were a boon
Australian universities differ from Colby in two fundabooks. These are important learning experiences and are afor the .faculty member away, that these semester's off were
mental ways. First, the ' liberal arts tradition simply does not ;mong the things one will most remember when ten years *
one of the-, prime "perks'- of the.jobVthat, teachers ondeave
out of Colb y. They were lost at the two universities 1 was',_
often benefitted personally and professionally from the time . exist in Australia. Studen ts right out of high school enter
into six-year medical programs or five-year law programs.
associated with and , as far as I could tell from talking with
away from the classroom. But these absences were still pri-""
marily an irritant, something that the College and the students Those who are taking a cou rse in political science take little others, were essentially unknown in Australia.
else. When they have finished a three-year Pass degree or a
had to tolerate.
four-year Honours degree, Australian students have read as
Because of this view, I was faced with something of a
much
of the political science literature as have most students
the
opportunity
to
take
a
moral dilemma when I was given
"Colby Gained as WelT
with post-graduate degrees in the United States.
semester "off" and teach in Australia. I could not even jusThere is much to be gained from the Australian system..
tify my leave in terms of research interest ; I had to develop
Admissions pressures mount only onceyat the end of high
a field to study while I was away. BLut the opportunity was
school, not twice as in our system .- The phenomenon of the
I was very happy being able to read and write at my own
golden and I could not pass it up. I simply rationalized that
I needed the time away, that Colby had become too familiar , unemployed and unemployable university graduate is all but pace during my time in Melbourne. But I missed the contact
withthe students badly . I wpuld like to think that the stunon-existent. The purpose of tertiary education is preparathat I needed to be reinvigorated. Mow , with the benefit of
dents missed something because that contact was lacking as
tion
for
a
job
and
a
sufficient
supply
of
jobs
is
still
available.
hindsight, I see that I "protesteth too much."
well. In the solitude of my office—which , by the way, I evenWithin" the classroom, all students are at approximately the
same level and a class thus can be taken along more quickly. tually had to break by asking people to come to see me— I
"Imperiatized President"
wasable to do a good bit of thinking about how I defined my
Students are free to pursue outside interests for the joy - of
self as a college teacher. The experience in Melb ourne was a
learning, not . to meet distribution or other requ irements. I
marvelous one for me; but it was probably most important
Even when the laboratory for one's research is close at had a number of . students who put aside their political science in reinforcing my views about the importance of small resibooks at night to pick up a cello, dabble in poetry, study
hand , as American politics is for me, a tremendous amount
dentia l colleges and liberal arts curriculums.
of insight can be gained by viewing the subject from a newAustralia's fascinating native wildlife.
I certainly benefitted from my time away. I am now preand in this case-distant perspective. For instance, how could
But even my brief exposure convinced me that much more pared to argue that Colby probably gained as well. Substanone hope to understand Watergate and its impact on the Ais lost. For one thing, not all students did pursue interests
I have a somewhat refined view of the subject matter
merican policy when one is bombarded by daily headlines,
on.their own. Many were terribly narrow and seemed content 'Ilively
teach
and write about. But perhaps more important , bewhen events are swirling about so fast that it is barely posto stay within professional bounds. The lawyer with no lite- cause of the contrast I observed, I hope 1 have a clearer consible to stay above water? The view from Australia was so
rary background struck me as a poor practitioner of his cho- ception of exactly what it is that makes small, residential limuch clearer. I had to reanalyze the fundamen tal, concepts
sen craft. The would-be oolitieal scientist who had not been beral arts colleges such important forums for learning. When
of our system in order to explain them to students to whom
exposed to the m ethods of the natural sciences, to the work faced w ith some of the hassles of day t& day life,' we all must
they seemed very strange. I had to answer difficult quesof psychologists, sociologists, philosophers, economists, and have this lesson reinforced occasionally. It is hard to make
tions , justif ying some events, conceding to critics of our sys- others, plainl y did not have sufficient background to pursue
a college like Colby work ; it is worth- the effort.
tem that we have often gone wrong. No assertion went unhis chosen field adequately. Equally important was the fact
challenged—and hone should; for in answering challenges one that the system forced students to make career choices too
must r e-examine one's own thoughts, rethink the assumptions early retraining was too difficult , though in most cases it
behind commonly accepted "truths."
would be financed by the State, and thus many people I met
In addition , I learned a great deal about the way our system stayed in fields with which they were not happy. The systemfunctions by comparing it to one which is similar in some
seemed to force people into ready-make boxes, rewarding
ways and very different in others, A scandal rocked the Aus- compliance from an early stage in one's career, not initiative.
tralian government while I was there ; recent news stories
I don't believe that this chould be the aim of higher educashow that the Labour Government may yet fall. However ,
tion! For all its faults , the liberal arts tradition is a much
the contrast with our Watergate scandal could not have been better way.
¦¦ ¦ ! - . ,
more marked. There was no pious equating of the incumben t ' The second fundamenta l way in which ,Australian univerPrime Minister, Mr. Whitlam , with the office he holds, as Nixon sities differ from Colby , and most American universities, is
so frequentl y equated his fate with that of the Presidency.
that they are almost totally non-residential . High school '
Tj i*e Australian people would not stand for it. Every action
students from Melbourne , with rare exceptions, go to one of
of the Prime Mirisiter Is open to criticism. Can you imagine
the three Melbourne universities ; those from Sydney go to
jny amazement when the headlines for three, days wer^
one of the three in Sydney ; those from Perth , one of the two
"lied with tales of Whitlam Vextravagance in ordering a new there, The only students in residence are the few students
ca r for his personal use? Tlie Australians were genuind y
from country areas who come to the large cities to complete
astounded when I told them that Presidei.. >Jlxon had spent their education. If there is a pattern , it is for students to
°vcr $500 ,000 to redecorate the inside of Air F orce 1 to his live with their parents for theiirst years of their education
taste. The contrast between our "irnperialized President*' ,
arid in apartments around the university thereafter. 1 was
10 use Arthur Schiesihger
's aptly clioseh phrase, and the m ore amazed at how completely this transformed the atmosphere at a
Professor Maisel, beardless in this picture ,
¦
sane Australian (orBritish) model could not have been brought university. "
, - , :„ .
comments on his experience abroad.

EAS70M SA BBATICAL

BICENTENNIAL

and the Biology Departm ent. At conferences with other
sm all midwestern schools, Dr. Easton found thatinterest in
Biology as a major here is very atypical. For some unknown
reason the recent upsurge in Biology majors at Colby is not
being experienced at comparable schools in other parts of
the nation.
Both Dr. Easton and his wife , Janet , enjoy life in the Waterville area and they arc well known in the community,
especially for their weavings disp layed at the crafts fairs.
This hobby did not remain idle through the sabbatical leave
as Dr. and Mrs . Easton became active in the Craft Guild of
I owa City. They learned of different Midwestern j incthods
and techniques of weaving and brought back to Waterville
both information and wares.

—Electron Microphotograph by Dr. Easton

The campaigning is to begin in New Hampshire ,, the logi
cal choice , as it is the locale of the first Presidential pri- •
mary. The PBC is forming locally-based campaign committees much the same as a candidate would. It has initiated a major media campaign. The PBC will question or
debate all candidates whenever and wherever possible.
Admittedly, the PBC has set for itself high ideals.
Change in our basic economic process, capitalism , will not
be immediately forthcoming . The PBC's efforts are directed at the consumer; to educate the average person about the possibilities open to hirn . The PBC is exposing
the government '-s.Bicentennial Commission as corporate-directed and purely profi t m otivated.
v Concluding his speech to the. executive Bicentennial
conference, Rifkin chided the executives for making a
mockery of America's 200th anniversay :
"Benjamin Rush , a physician and signer of the Declara;
tion of Independence wrote :
A field of battle covered with dead bodies
putrif y ing in the open air is an awful and distressii
spectacle ; but a nati on debased by the love
of money and exhibiting all the vices and .
crimes usually connected with that passion is a spectacle far more awful , distressing and offensive."
Our country is celebrating a REVOLUTION ; Revolution is a massive up heaval of the social , political , andec
onomic institutions of a society. The PBC believes that
somewhere that basic premise .has been lost , perhaps buried beneath the slogans and the freedom trains and the
red-white-and-blue flag-mounted coffins.

Dr. Easton also returned with a very impressive collection
of projection slides currently being used in his Histology
course, as well as a collection of several dozen photomicrographs. In addition , he has begun stocking his lab with experimental fish. He is seeking access to the electron microscope facilities atj ackson laboratories and he has contacted
people who might collect specimens of the Antarctic "plunder fish".
Dr. Easton is willing and hopes that interested students
will hel p him pursue the questions his research has raised.
In the meantime, with one ,eye on the new science facility,
he carries on as if very little ha 's.changed 'at Colby.

Lif eboat Theory
The spectators leaned over balconies to catch the
words of wisdom from two popular members of the
faculty . Leonard Lounge was crowded with 150 .
people during midterms, and on the final ni ght of
the World Series.
Perhaps people expected more than they bargained
for , but in a debate such as "The Lifeboat Theory " which
affects a question debated intensivel y all over the world ,
one would have to accept fewer new ideas and more
arguments. Between the Club of Rome* the Worl d Food
Conference , and UNCTAD the issues have b een thrashed
out to some extent , even in the popular press.
A spirited debate resulted :
Prof. Todrank said , "We have to persuade the third world
nations that we are really try ing. "
Prof. Hogendorn retorted , "Wh y do we have to be
sneak y ab out it?'"
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Prof. Todran k replied , Because we can t really,
solve the problem. " .
As a follow up to last year 's ATO debate on the .
sam e topic, Prof. H ogendorn and Prof. Todrank squared
off again over this fascinating topic at the behest of
the International Relations Club.
Dr. Todrank claimed that the world was of lim ited
size, and population far outstripped resources.
Using the famous lifeboat analogy some people must
be sacrificed so that others may survive. The lifeboat
must be kept afloat , he asserte d .
Dr. Hogendorn rep lied that he agreed with Prof.
Todrank regarding the population exp losion but he
felt ,there was time to curb it. He believed that it was
unnecessary to starve peop le because even if the earth
was a lifeboat , it was of flexible size. Technology can
insure th at the lifeboat will keep growing. That would
give us enou gh time. He added that it is not up to
us to decide others peop le's fates especially when
there is an alternative. He felt that the pricing mechanism
would act as an effective incentive in family
pl anning. Meanwhile the developed areas could provide
food and technical assistance in retu rn for efforts
to curb population increase,
Prof. Todrank's counterargument rah along the
lines of selling the idea of a massive assistance program
to all parties concerned, He felt that the developed
areas would be faced with "nuclear blackmail" and
"terrorism " and forced to concede to unrealistic demands
He claimed that this is an age of violence and that
violen t-direct methods have more appeal. He said that
while he was disturbed by his observations he saw
deliberate starvation as the only way out.
Prof. Hogendorn claimed that the way to get a
rational solution" was to make a rational offer-an
•
offer t ha t couldn 't be refused.
The audience seemed rather taken b y t he sugges t ion
that the market system could solve the problem
through prices, A lot of questions were directed at
Prof. Hogendorn on th is subject,
The resul ts so fan Round One: winner Prof,
Hogendorn . Round Two : Tied.

i

. Although all polls arc subject to error , the public sentiiment is strikingly obvious. Americans are tcady for a
change in the economic system. Many feel that corporations have been given too long a leash. So long, in fact ,
that it is now the "owner '.', i.e. the federal government ,
that is under the control of the corporations.
j
Recognizing this sentiment ,the PBC began a "Com- 4
mon Sense Campaign. " The campaign will run the "vision
of a new economic order —Economic Democracy— instead
of a candidate." The campaign will be an educational mob ilization that should "spark demands for change that will
reach into electoral contests on the local, state arid national levels."
This theme is the revitalization of the democratic principles set down by our Revolutionary forebcarers. Those
principles are to be extended into today's economic institutions.
'
The platform has four maj or points :
.Employee control of industry.
.Consumer and community representation on the
boards of all companies that operate in the local area,
Public ownership of natural resources.
.The conversion of the American econom y to a peaceoriented and environmentally sound basis.

Hogendorn , Todrank Debate

—Qaiser Khan

cont. from page 2

¦' . , ¦
of our major corporations.
CHOOSING BETWEEN THREE DIFFERENT ECONOM
* ." . . ' X
SYSTEMS\
the A
economy,
In exploring different approaches for our
rican public was given three types of companies and
asked which one they would like to work for. ,66% of th
American peop le would favor w orking for a company th;
is emp loyee owned and controlled. Only 8% of the public say that they would want to work for a company that
is owned by the government. Just 20% say they would
like to work for the now-dominant type of American bus
iness, the outside investor owned and controlled corporation.

Antarctic "Plunder-Fish "
—Frank Malinowski
The Committee oh Research , Travel and Sabbaticals at
Colby actively encourages members of the faculty to do
research in their field; Dr. Thomas Easton , a professor in the
the B iology Department , engaged in a research project last
year in the Department of Anatomy of the Iowa College of
Medicine in Iowa City. He was invited to work at the college by a 1964 graduate, Dr. John Oaks who is now Assistant Professor in the Iowa Department of Anatomy . This
was Dr. Easton 's second sabbatical since joining the faculty at Colby in 1960. His first was eight years ago when he
taught'anatomy at Emery University Medical School and
trained in electron microscopy.
This past year Dr. Easton taught in a microanatomy laboratory, conducted a graduate seminar on Human Evolution and researched the sensory nerves of catfish "whiskers".
The hypothesis was that the sensory nerves of vertebrates possess structu res similar to those found in invertebrates. The results of such investigation might contribute
to clarif y ing the evolution of vertebrate nervous tissue. Dr.
Easton 's observations using electron microscopy resulted
in a major negative result , yet the photo-m icrographs he
.obtained did suggest other areas for further research.. Dr.
Easton was also involved in an investi gation of the Antarctic "plunder-fish": a group of fish relatively unstu died
which are peculiar to the Antarctic environment.
Wh en interviewed, Dr. Easton did not suggest what the
outcome of his research would imply (a speculation without fact could bias results of future work in the area).
None-the-less, he considers his work as important although
it might not have been practical in some respects. He stated
that his work was very com patible with Colby 's policy on
-sabbatical leave. It is his belief that the college encourages
'the faculty in general to do research as it is an invaluable
aid to teaching and advising.
This sabbatical will be of value to his present and future
students, as he is now more able to evaluate Colby students.
The loose comparison which he made between the first-year
medical school students he taught and graduating Colby students provided him with a more realistic view of Colby undergraduates. It showed him that Colb y graduates are on the
same par as the students entering the Iowa College of Medicine.
Throug hout the year Dr. Easton maintained contact with
Colb'y and attended several conferences which submitte d
reports to the President , the Premedical Advisory Comm ittee
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to do this weekend?

ANNOUNCING DEORSEY'S 2nd ANNUA L
\
HALLOWEEN
COSTUME CONTEST:
;
, Friday at 8:30 p.m., all those in th e store in costume
are eligible for the GRAND PRIZE of...
!
but that's s ay ing too much—you 'll have to
I
?
be here.

NOT ONLY THAT!!

;

bu t on Saturday, November 1st our Classical
Department would like to announce an meredible sale on ANGEL RECORDS. More than 300
differe n t titles to choose from, (and if you
reall y wan t, you can wear your costumes on
Saturday-but no prizes)
Come on down j and hel p us ,entertain
'¦' '
ourselves,
. . ' ' .'
•
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Sorori t ies

at Colby

Chi O and Sigma K
—N.A. Keyes, J r.

HCW fQ CUlty a soj ourn in the ha rsh north
—Steve Janes
Students trying to enroll for introductory economics
this fall discovered several new names on the long list
of sections available, one Of which is Dr. Don R.
Leet ,who comes to Colby as a new addition to the
economics department. To some he would appear as
the New Englanders image of a typical Californian.
Although he has taught at California State University,
Fresno since 1969 Dr. Leet was educated in Pennsylvania ; receiving his A.B. from the University of
Pittsburg and having done graduate work at the University of Pennsylvania. His-field-o- concentration ,is
economic history and demograph y /One imposing
title from his large list of publications is "The Determinants of the Fertility Transition in Ante-Bellum Ohio."
In fact Dr. Leet has a rather deli gh tful sense of humour
and can direct an hour lecture in introductory economics
with a sense of verve that the discipline is not noted
for.
On leave of absence , from Fresno where he has
tenure Dr. Leet comes to Colb y to gain a sense of
New England. While not yet fully acclimated, there
are some comparisons he can make between Colby
and Fresno. That the students are academically better at
Colb y is one such .comparison , and the fact that Fresno is
a large state school while Colby is an expensive and
fairly exclusive one should make this knowledge none
too surprising. At Fresno each faculty member is
allowed to choose what material is covered in his/
her course. On the other han d , the material covere d in
intr oductory courses at Colb y is pre-determined
by the department. Perhaps more important is the apparent
lack of radical economists here at Colby, However
Fresno, like most economic departments, has at
least some faculty members who if not actually "radical",
lean decidedly to the left.
' While himself a laissez-faire cap italist, Dr. Leet
is much too well informed and sensitive to be viewed
in any way as an apologist for an economic system that
once again is under attack. His knowledge of economic
history , along with his humorou s humanisti c approach

to econ omics, make him an enjoyable and redoubtable
adversary to anyone of socialistic leaning, should Colb y
ever possess anyone of such peculiar beliefs. His JanPlan , somewhat of an introduction to ec onomic issues via
film, is one of the m ore interesting and innovative ones
offered this year, and in some ways is symbolic of his approach to economics in general. Colby students arc priviliged that Dr. Leet decided tb take a sojourn to the harsh
North from semi-tropic California.
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—Dr. Leet anticipates a good wmter,
(phot o by Morgan M urpb y)
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ORDERS TO TAKE OUT

Y Pizza , .
•
s Italian-Dagwoo d
I Tuna & R oast Beef
Sandwiches
j

Importe d Che :e
f
& Ham
\
Ice Cubes - Beer-Ale
Wine

\ S u n - T hurs.
> 8:30-11:00

Fri & Sat
8:30 - 12:00
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Students moderately aware of campus activities
tend nevertheless to know very little about sororities.
Certainly the presence of sororities on campus is something less than flamboyant. There are times, however,
when one can hear a tale of escape from rush or when
a poster can be observed on a Miller Library door
requesting all potential pled ge candidates to attend
a fondue party by the sh ore of Johnson pond.
How d oes one respond to the mention of sorority ?
I asked that question to a number of passing students.
"Don't kn ow anything about them. That's all I can say."
Another said , "Don 't you think they 're a bit disengaged?
Another , "Though they really don 't exist here, I think
sororities have a tendency towards silliness. " And the
proverbial , "Generally sororities are okay but at Colby
they're ridiculous and they don 't do anything anyway
so I think they're pretty stupid. " These are the kinds
of statements that tend to raise the ire of those holding
memberships to Colby 's two remaining sororities.
"lt bothers me, " said one woman from Chi
Omega , "to see people coming down on the idea of
sorority when they don 't know anything about it.
Peop le tend to stereotype sorority women unfairly. . .
They think we're little southern girls with rich daddies,
sissies, snobs, and exceedingly cliquey. Some criticize
it just because it's traditional and I hate to see peop le
knocking the Christian ideals it represents."
Why do women join sororities and what do
sororities have to offer those who do? One sorority
woman mi ght tell you : "J oining a sorority creates
a kind of a bond. . .There is something, for example ,
that only Chi O's know". They view themselves as
members of a sisterhood , not a club, and one in which
"one learns to love and care for others " where "above
all , we want to learn to be better people." Some women
are said to join because their friends do , others for the
social life and still others for the ideals upon which
sorority is based.
In what kinds of activity do sorority members
participate one may ask? Well , "We hold two formal
dances each year," said one woman . from Sigma
Kappa , "one- of which is. called the Pan Hellenic
Formal. It 's usually held at the Holiday Inn and girls ask
the guys. Alot of times we have parties with the frats
like the Roller Skating Party with Lambda Chi and Deke
or like the Fifties Party with Phi Delt last year."
One popular conception of sororities ("They don ' t
do any thing ") is false , for in fact , aside from these more
"social" activities, sororities have engaged themselves
in numerous philanthrop ic activities on the local level.
"We want to help out " seems to be the general attitude.
This kind of desire emerges through sororities' volunteer
services at Thayer hospital's breast cancer clinics or
through last year's Easter hunt sponsored for the benefit
of underprivileged children; in their help this year
with the blood drive ; and through Sigma Kappa 's
aid in the ATO Dance Marathon , Actually sorority
activity seems to be so time consuming that "if you 're
really concerned about your studies it could be too
much for you." With regard to this latter form of
activity one Chi O woman said , "Sororities fulfill a need
for one to help out in a small way. You do something
and it's over but you know You 've done something
good."
Though there has been a definite downward
trend in sorority membershi p nationwide , especiall y
since the advent of co-habitationai dormitories, neither
Chi Omega nor Sigma Kappa feel particularly th reatened,
"We don't worry about memberships," said the president
of Sigma Kappa "We have thirty-five girls returning .
fr o m las t y ear / nin e pl ed ges in formal ru sh , three more
this week alone so I would say we're f airl y stable."
Nevertheless a third sorority, Alpha Delta Pi .folded up last
year because, it seems, of general disinterest. ' ""
Memb ers of t he ot her sor ori t ies expr ess
their discontent about AD Pi' s cl osing. "1 thinkit 's
a shame that AD Pi folded because there is a definite
need for them, It could hav e been a place to visit ,
a place to go, an iden tity. "
There has been talk about the possibility of
sorori ty housing such as that which accomodates pi Lam, btit
oddly enough nei ther sorority is really in t eres t ed in t he
prospect. Thotigh a sorority house would be convenient
for rush purposes and par ties etc., they believethat
sorority housing can be a disadvantage in limiting
one 's friendsh ips to those living within the same dormitory.
Sororities do serve a definite function at Colby
t houg h "i t seems to go unnoticed by many*The fact is
v
that no one ever hears anything abotit what sororities do. ^
In affirming their existence at Colby, and in showing
just what goes on , perhaps existing attitudes may
by re-evaluated. Maybe sorric such attitudes may well
be reinforced , bu t at least attitudes towards sororities
may become better founded.
..
.
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Arts Calen dar

IFL Cross Country Meet
To be run at 3 -.00 p.m. on November 3rd between Keyes
and Bixler.
The course description will be posted outside the Spa,
at Roberts, at Dana , and at Foss. Teams wishing to enter
should have at least five runners but not more than seven.
Individuals may enter too but do not count in overall team
scoring. Entries should be returned to Ken Colton. (Foss
109) by November 1st.

Season Passes at Sugarloaf

Skiers—These are the last two days to purchase your
season.tickets at Sugarloaf. Hurry and get yours from Jenny Frutchy in 204 Small (872-9823)! Don't miss a great
season at a great price!

Shlomo Carleb ach in Person

JAPANESE LUNCHE S - .

Rabbi Shlomo Carlebach , the internationally known folk
singer and recording artist, will perform in Waterville, Maine
in November.
Guitarist and singer Carlebach will share his ori ginal
Hasidic folk music on Sunday , November 9th , at 7:30 p.m.,
at Beth Israel Synagogue, Main Street, Waterville. Tickets
cost $2.00 per person and will be available at the door.
The program is open to mem bers of the Colby College
community, and it is sponsore d jointly by Beth Israel
Synagogue and the Hillel Foundation of Colby College.

Nihon no ryoo ri o tabete mitai desu ka?
Maishuu no mokuyoobi ni STURTEVANT LOUNGE
de nihongo no kaivya o renshuii shimasu. ju-ni-jihan ni hajimarimasu kara obento o motte kitte kudasai

FREN CH FILM

Sleeping Car Mur der , with Yves Montand
and Simone Signoret. Tonight , Oct. 30 at 7 pm in
Lovejoy 100. $1.00
Newman Center I^ow Available
Do you or any group you know of want to put on a f
dinner party or have an informal get-together, but
you cannot find a suitable place on campus? Then perhaps
you should consider the Newiriah Center in downtown
Waterville. ThCCcnter is located at 110 Silver Street
only a short walk from the Concourse; the telephone
number is 2-6662. The Center includes a well-equ ipped
kitchen with all the facilities necessary to prepare a
meal. It can easily accomodate from twelve to fifteen
peop le for a sit-d own dinner. There is a comfortable
living room with a pleasant at-home atmosphere conducive
to casual conversation.
Until this year Sister Louise Toussaint lived at the
Center, but now she has moved into Mary Low and taken
the position as Head Resident. The center currently
is not being fully utilized. Since the purpose of the .
Center was to provide a place where students could
go for counseling or where they could participate in
informal gatherings such as a "Wassail which is held at
Christmastime or a Think-in like the one h eld there
a few weeks ago.
So any group that thinks it might be interested in
using the Center for any kind of activity should contact
Sister Louise in Mary .Low", or call her at extension .
563 for details.

Crafts Fair
SejTii-Annual Arts and Crafts Fair, November 1 in the
Fieldhouse from 10-5.
To Exhibit in Crafts Fair
Anyone interested in exhibiting at the Crafts Fair ,
November 1st, please contact Sue Benson ext. 295.
Actors and Tech Artists Needed
"Big Brother is Watching You" is an adaptation to the
stage of George Orwell's 1984. The cast consists of two wo
men and four men. Auditions are Thursday night (tonight)
at 9:00 in the Robins Lounge in Roberts Union.
Hundreds of people m otivated to work on the technical
aspects of the production , experienced and unexperienced ,
are desperately needed. If you are interested contact Mike
Yeager.cx'", 5 52 as soon as possible.
Career Counseling ,
The John Hancock Life Insurance Company is accepting
applications for positons that are usually open. They
include.- Secretaries, Key Punch Operators, Research
Analysts, Computer Programmer Trainee?, and Actuarial
Students.
Boston University has a position open for an Assistant Director , Office of Grant & Contract Administration. This includes a variety of duties including proposal
review, research , government relations, writing, faculty
relations.
FOR MORE DETAILED INFORMATION ON THE
ABOVE POSITIONS, COME TO THE CAREER COUNSELING OFFICE , Love j oy 110.
Jan Plan Exchange
Students seeking exchange with Colby students
during January include two from Gustavus Adolphus
College (St. Paul , Minn.), two from Denison University
and one from Westminister College. There would
be no extra expense for tuition , room , or boardonly travel expenses and any special costs for specific
programs. For more details see Doris Downing, Jan
Plan Director.

,

Gr adua te Seminar

A Vocational Interest Seminar on Graduate Schools
will be conducted in Sturtevant Lounge on Thursday,.
November 6th at 7 p.m. All students are encouraged to
attend.

Business Seminar
A Vocational Interest Seminar will be conducted by the
Career Counseling Office on Thursday, October JO, at
7 p.m. in the Hurd Room.
Representatives and recen t alumni will discuss careers
in Business. All students are welcome to attend.
Halloween Ni ght Pr&raier
Mayflbwcr Hill Theatre of the Air Presents
"After Midni ght "
-A Radio Drama
Halloween Night
S:00 PM
October 31st
*WMHB 91.5

j
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. November 1, 1975 Crafts Fair at Colby 's Fieldhouse. |
"
from 10-5.
• '• '" ¦'. !' ,:• •
Bates College Treat Gallery Oct. 17-Nov; 21 y
:
_r
Hooked rugs iri Maine.
Farnsworth Museum, Rockland,Me. October and :
j November Paintings from me Permanent Collection
-'
j I including members of the Wyeth -family.
> .,
Portland Museum of Art;-.-!!i High Street. Thru
Nov. 30- "A New England Perspective.''
7
¦ University of Maine, Augusta Gallery-Thru Nov.
21-National Opening of "American Prints from Wood."
from-the Smithsonian Institution Traveling Exhibition ""
¦
'¦
.
-„
| Service. ': .. .
I Music:
Orchestra-Npy. 4 Michael Chair) j
\ Portland Symp hony
Hall ;
, Erb , Sibelius at City
Guest
Conductor.
Haydn
j
j
-.¦
\\ Auditorium.
j
j
Bates College Nov.. 2-7 Wild Mountain ThymiCj
|
Bluegrass music. Aroostook County tour sponsored
j
by Aroostook Arts Council. Call;493-6604 for times. J
! ; Gould Academy-Guest Artist and Lecture Series. . j
I Bethel, Bingham Auditorium, Nov. 5 Portland Syrrij
(
j p hony Brass Ensemble.
j Theater :
! Acadia Reperatory Thcater-Oct. 2 9-Nov. 1-Hedda
t Gabbler; in Bangor, Maine and Union Streets at 9 p.m.. j
fee-C^>^>c'^ p^&^_SC '^^ a*a^5^?as ^i5^j :^g^r^j.g^3.0- r.

College Venture Program
If so, investigate what the College Venture Program can
do for you. It can find you a study-related job , for a semester or a year, volunteer or paid. You may even be able to
arrange academic credit for the work you do.
On November 5th and 6th," the representative from the
College Venture Program will be on campus to talk about
me service, answer questions and conduct individual interviews. A general meeting will take place at 7 pm on Wednesday, November 5, in Mary Low lounge . Colby students who
have participated in the program will be on hand, as well as
Tom Kingman , the Venture representative, to talk about
what students can expect from the serivce.
All day Thursday, November 6th, Mr. Dingman will interview interested students individually. Students may make
appointments for interviews in Doris Downing's office, 205
Eustis. Interviews will be conducted in the Board Room on
the third floor of the Eustis Building.

Lost & Found

If you have lost any books recently you might be *
able to retrieve them at Buildings & Grounds. Any
mislaid articles (books, keys, clothing) may be found
in the following p laces:
Miller
Library, Room 105F ext. 209
International Night Dinner
Mrs.
Early
Robertson , Room 110 Lovejoy .
Get indigestion in seven languages! Come to the InterRoberts Union Desk ext. 220
national Night Dinner on Saturday, November. 8. Tickets
Field Hous e, Mrs. Either Room 202 ext. 227 and
$1.00 for. boarders, $2.00 for non-boarders. Sale open only
James York Equipment Room.
to members and their guests. Contact Carlos at ext. 522.
Lost at Sunday's concert—a black wallet belonging
¦ to
>
Laurie Berubc.
International Relatio ns Club
Lost-silver
"Waltham
ladies
watch
;
2
diamond
chips,
no
¦
j
y
'
safety clip. Return to Kim Ayer. . ' . .' .. • - ¦¦ ¦'
International Relations Club will meet Sunday, NovemLost-One Italian class notebook , one French novel, both
ber 2 at 6:30 pm in Leonard Lounge. Budget film festival
. . . ¦¦
notebooks. Rob Allen.
and future speakers will be discussed.
Lost-Glasses; brown , square rim med. Hope Reed
International Dinner tickets will be on sale at the meeting
Lost-Keys, keys , k eys , and m ore keys. Everyone seems
to have lost keys.
Welcome Wagon coupons
Lost-checkbook and wallet , Doug Gathany, X 521
Lost—billfold , br own , expired credit card , pictures of
Many Welcome Wago n coupons which were given to
horses. Maggie Murph y.
students exp ire on November 1st, Use them I
Lost-gold ring, ame t hyst stone.-Nancy Anderson, X 526
Lost-wallet organizer , dark blue. Left in spa. Melissa
Waldron.
PIRG
Lost—square frame glasses. Marta Ruth .
ATTENTION REGISTERED MAINE VOTERS! At the
Lost—wire rimmed glasses. David Goldsmith.
p olls , PIRG needs your help on Nov. 4 to man a desk with
Lost-brigh t blue ski jacket . Andrea Jensen.
a "Safe Power for Maine" petition.
LOST
The petition deals with nuclear energy , cons erva t ion ,
Corvus Calculator Brown case," name on back of
and consumer protection .
calculator.
Scott Houser, LCA.
Please h elp l Call Janet McLeod at ext, 337.
Red um brella. Would like it back. Myrna CathVTaylor
402. ext 317. '
Did you pick up my crims on suede jack et at the Quad
rummage pickrup? Please return it! Jane Seimans, ext. 549
- ' '
)
Deadline for first issue Frida y , November 7th , 312 Champlin.
Glasses , black case dark rimmed. Probably in Lovejoy
) Dro p box in English d opt. lobb y or mail to Box,
or Mary Low. Prof. Kellenberger.

NoO Roberti p

BERRY ' S
AUT SUPPLIES
74 MAI N STREET
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Webber Steah House wmg
I Sea Fiod ^w
CoekUHlt Ttl

• . 207/4539011
•welcomes de Colby com tHuniiy X
to enjoy .a fine meal . . irX ^ " ' • "
quiet , telaxed atmosphere
3 M in: north of downtown W/atep>ille
on Rt, 201
i Open 7:00 a.m, to 10 p,m„ weekends to 1 lp .m,

One hand pain ted Schwinn bicycle-owner can claim
at B & G .
•1 all-silk scarf; 3 books; coats and sweaters ; all from
Lovejoy building^ 2 ha ts, 1 pr. sun glasses-- found near
tennis courts. All are now at B8c G.<
Black and grey kitten with white booties. Answers
to the name of Wilbur. If she's yours call Sherry x5«.8.
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FOOD- BEER-pizZA

We'd. Sc Prl-Spend an evening you

ma}' never understand with"MAX"

SPIRIT UAL EVO LUTION NOT EC O NOMIC REV O LUTION

known — I assume there will still be rich people) still be
able to afford the 'good' life as j t is now thought of. This
Dear Editors:
will make it hard for the middle class (and poor) not to as
On "Wednesday evening (Oct 22) in Leonard Lounge,
pire to the same old American dream. In other words,
Professors Hogendorn and Todrank discussed a probthere is going to be a lengthy transition period when a
lem that presently effects a large portion of the world
lot of angry Americans are going to be around. Who will
(and one 1 hop e will soon affect all of us). The problem
they strike put against? I hope Professor Hogendorn is
may be stated as one of increasing population coupled
right when he jokingly remarked - the marketing system.
with a limited amount of resources. A question of ecoI don 't know. Again this question is fairl y mute since no
nomics, to be sure, but with obvious ramifications in all
other alternatives exist. Let me state my idea in less econareas of life as it is now 'enjoyed'. As is the case with the
omic oriented terms. The transition of values in Middlesolution of all problems — the realization and definition
class America would certainly be make easier if the
of the problem is the first step. In recent years, through
'spirit of the times' leaned to a less consumatory position.
the use of mass media (how else?), Americans have come
(General enough for you?)
to the Understanding that this problem exists; many symIt is up to all of us to try and achieve (or at least push
pathize with the starving millions but what is still lacking
towards) this new Spiritual) leaning. Any little bit will
in the majority (if not all) is empathy for these people.
help. I.'m not advocating any large changes through this
How can I empathize with starving millions — or even one?
spirit - just a little help for the economic forces. If you
I am so laden with material wealth that this quest for emhave any ideas at all write a note to the ECHO - or
pathy seems insurmountable. I do feel , however, that a
just tell your friends - or both; Anything like — "turn
lasting solution to this problem will only be attained through
off the showers, don 't let them drip."
the developement of this empathy (or a re-value-ation) in
I've got two suggestions to start with. If this proposal
the average American (and all other 'rich' peoples of the
(Dr. Hogendorn's) is instituted , as an example to the notworld). This could be achieved through a personal revoluso-rich American, why don 't all the people with over 2
tion. Many p eople are calling for this — and I hope for it.
million dollars (or some fi gure) give a little bit each to the
But 1 don 't expect it.
cause of this overly-long essay. The government could
George Wallace might say these are juct a bunch of highcertainly effect this throu gh taxation. Imitatio n is one of
falutin' ideas. He'd be right. Action is needed. Motivation
the methods for social learning and the rich are now a creleads to action. In psychology texts m oney.is referred to
ditable or at least a well-known bunch of people (models).
as a ".secondary rcinforcer', in that it is only used to buy
The second proposal is slightly more realistic — try not to
the things we want (can 't cat m o n e y ) ; b u t it 's priwaste food. Sometirnes_this is unavoidable (Seller's tastes
mary in t h a t 'w h e n m o n e y talks every bod y lis even worse than it looks) but other times it's not. If a sigtens ! This is where Professor Hogendorn comes in (and 1 h ope nificant change is made in the amount of waste maybe
I handle this well for he is a devastating debater).
Sellers would be willing to contribute some money to the
Dr. Hogen dorn is a man of realism. That is, instead of
cause. (Sure they will). But remember my purpose was a
waiting for a personal revolution which m ost likely will neslight change in spirit , not any large scale revolution.
ver come (or too late if at all), he advocates the use of the
Sincerely,
tools with which we are now relatively adept — those of
Neville Clyncs
economics. The solution being a deal between the 'rich'
countries and the 'poor '. The 'rich ' give materials and technology — the 'poor' give assurances of population control
(with the help from the 'rich', i.e. contraceptives, abortions,
ctc.). : If this is institu ted it means Americans lose (Poor-1,
Americans-O). Now we Americans don 't like to lose (abandoning my highfalu tin ' idealism results in sarcasm). To
get America happy again either the toys will have to be restored (impossible — limited resources) or a change in what .
m akes Americans happy will have to 'Come about. Here I
0
am baclc to a personal revolution — pnty now itldoes 'riot .
originate in the person but instead the government through
the use oi economi cs is proscribing the change. The laws
of economics (less supply) will dictate higher prices for all
our material wants — and eventually, as Prof. Hogendorn
correctly points out, through these higher prices our personal values will change (end justifies the means). America
will again be happy . The third world will begin to prosper.
My sarcasm is not due to any disrespect for this proposal — I think it is the only feasible one in existence and
I sincerely hope it is instituted. My attitude stems from my
emotional distaste (my mind begins to fog at about 12:30 pm
-it is now 12:45) for where our country is right now.
Dr. Hogendorn does not claim that this is an infallible
solution but instead he asks what other alternatives are
there. 1 would like to suggest that we all start now to make
the swallowing of this pill easier — to reduce the chance of
violent upheaval. The people who are going to 'suff er ' the
m ost (at least un t il t heir values change ) will be t he m id d le
class and the poor. The rich will (entering my economic unreconstruction of the Dunn Lounge space) ; using temporary seats in the auditorium j a $25 ,000 sound systemj half
t he rigging; a ligh ting and catwalk grid in the auditorium
proper; curved seat hanks ; and the $80,000 lighting system
The poi nt I wish to make here is that the basic theater
we proposed would have been som e shell I
The second matter has to do with committee procedure
but still seems to me crucial. Professor Archibald contends that in recommending the architect in January the
committee unanimously approve d the plan that he submitted and that onl y then did I (" primarily '' ) "start on
the stagehouse." Let me refresh his memory. First of
all ,we were considering t hen no t plans , but architects, and
our unanimous approval of the architect could not have

THE $1,000,000 BOX
Dear Editors:
Professor Archibald's commen t s in t he E CHO in terview
last week reminded me a little of my old debating days.
The old techniques are t he b es't t echniques ,!suppose. In
t hose days , when we wan ted to shift the opposing team
from a cruci al issue , we 'd suggest t ha t t he ar gumen t on
tha t point ought riot be pursued. "I' m no t in terested in
prolonging the debate that at this point is settled and tiresome ," we might say.
There are at least two matters raised by Professor Archibald that merit response. I regret t ha t he has perpe tua t ed
the myth that those of us on the committee with actual
experience in theatre production proposed that we spend
"all the money on the creation of a shell with a stagehouse , but without very much theatre equipment and withou t space for the dance..." The word shell is in tended
1 pre sume , as pejora tive. But all theatres are shells, and
t he efficacy of t he 'shell* depends upon the structural and I emphasize ,'st ruc tural >v - flexibility. What four members of the committee (there would have been five with all
presen t) with experience in theatre recommended leaving
for the fu tu re werc sucj, non-structural elements ast finishing of the rehearsal , costume and dressing rooms in the
hasernent (but excluding toilets); expanding toilets and conin
^huc ting box office the lobby ;new mirrors, barres, drapes
'oi' the nfe'w dance studio (but doing at once the necessary
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"ONCE IS NOT ENOUGH"
Dear Sirs:
We, the members of The Student Organization For
Black Unity would like to present our stance on the Minority Proposal. This is a problem that concerns not only
Black and other minority students, but the entire student
body at Colby.
This proposal has been a major issue at Colby over the
past year. It is apparent that the Board of Trustees has
tried its utmost to "committee these issues to death". Extensive efforts to research the various dimensions of the
•problem have already been conducted at length by students and in terested faculty , nevertheless, it seems to the
mem bers of S.O.B.U. that the Board of Trustees is complacent with regard to thehomogeneous structure of Colby.
The problem is primarily the absence of Black faculty
mem hers. With the exit of Professor Jack Foner in the
spring of 1976, there will be a cultural void in the curriculum at Colby. Over and over, we have heard the argument
that the Black Studies Programs at other colleges have been
eliminated , however if Colb y wishes to rnaintain its liberal arts philosophy — that which necessitates a broa d acquaintance with human knowledge — then the minority
question can no longer remain "an issue"; it must become
the impetus for positive and immediate change.
We refuse to accept the argument that there are no
qualified members of the Black community, who would
accep t a position on the teaching staff of Colby College,
because of the environment. If this were the case, why do
small institutions, not unlike Colby in Maine, have active
Black members on their faculty and administration?
Now , we will approach the problem of the paucity of
Blacks and Puerto Ricans on this "Hill". Has it ever occurred to the administration of this institution that if .
there was a genuine concern for the decreasing number
of minority students then they sb >uld take the necessary
steps to rectif y this situation ? Even though in the academic year 1975-1976, there is an increase in the number of
minority students in the freshman class — "Once is not
enough".
In our opinion Colby has done its best to ignor these
issues and continues to be ambiguou s in its policies. Even
though we recognize the problem , we would like to draw
to your attention that the problem at Colby is so blatant ,
that it has now attra cted the attention of the Black Community in Maine at large. Wc can no longer be placated
by rhetoric , so we will make a joint effor t to educate the
Colby community and also elicit the support of the Maine ,
Black community to rectify this situation.
Sincerely,
S.O.B.U.

ANOTHER PAPE R TOWE L
Dear Editors :
In my letter to the Editors October 16, I expressed the
view that the sooner we can act on the issue of paper towels
and small cereal boxes, the better are ovr chances for survival. What I meant to say was that althoug h the environment
tal "crisis" is often overwhelming, one way to approach it
is on an individual level. By successfully dealing with areas
of conflict within ourselves (personal desire to use paper
towels on one hand and concern for the environment on the
other) we may be better equipped to tackle ecological problems on a grander scale. At any rate , there is at least the
personal satisfaction experienced when our actions reflect
an awareness of nature.
-Tom Wakeman
250 Woodman
implied approval of any plans since a competing architect
had submitted a much more formal and complete treatment than Mr. Woollen , and we turned him down.
Now as to the question of the stagehouse : I did
not propose a stagehouse only after that procedure in January .
In April 1974 Professor Archibald submitted a memor
ran dum to the Committee to Study the Future of Colby
t ha t open ed , "We must begin by once again confronting
a scandal. We do not have adequate facilities for the performing ar t s a t Colby an d never have had." In that memorandum was this statement describing one of the options
for a theater at Colby: "., . it should have stage facilities capable of mounting the production of various kinds
of plays , from Greek and Renaissance t o con t emporary
drama. That m eans a flexible space that could accommoda te a conventional proscenium arch stage , a t hrust
st age , theater in the round and three-quarter round "
Tha t prescri ption was based on an earlier memorandum
from me that included this statement: "Stagehouse.....
Genrous dep t h , wings, fly space
" Tha t was 10 months
before Professor Archibald claims that I "st ar ted on t he
'*"
stageh ouse."
Wha t the College has unfortunately opted for is a pret
'
ty $1,000,000 box.
.
Now 1 see no point in prolonging this debate.
-Irving D. Suss

Sp orts CommentaryCross Country

J

—Mario Cardenas

|

1
The mud-caked thighs should be clean by now, and so
I
too the abstract prints of splattered rain on the back of
t-shirts and shorts. The mud at Bates may have dried by now. 1
Maybe not. Like a Bates freshman taken out to dinner,
1
i
so too was Colby's cross country team taken out for some
eats on that Parent's "Weekend aftern oon. Only one question |
1
remains: what is the status of this sport at Colby? Will it
,
intercollegiate
sport
or
become
a
serious
remain a club
|
contender; On the wings of the humiliating showing at
|
^
the States, is Colby cross country to be allowed to die, or is
|
it to rise renewed, and field a team a bit larger than
|
the four who ran this fall?
1
the
for
The .A-h'Ietic Department m ust decide fairly soon,_
j
recruiting of which championship teams are m ade has already ^ I
begun for next fall. They may decide to drop it altogether.
j
Maybe not. I do not particularly enjoy facing friends a
day after a meet and being forced to make hasty excuses about
the results. Really, Brunswick and Williamstown are nicer
j
j
to wns than Presquc-Isle and .Portland-Gorham.
s
I

Bowdoin Run s Over |
J
GMders 41-13

A quick-goalie shores up a breakdown in the defense.: *'.
XXX
«
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-Russ Lodi .
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The Colby football team journeyed to Brunswick Satur- 1
day and were handily beaten by a powerful Bowdoin squad, 1
41-13..
I
In the worasro.f Coach McGee, the Mules were .simply
1
outclassed by their bigger, more agile opponents. Bowdoin
I
employed two veteran interior lines taht gradually wore down |
the Colby .linemen and enabled Bowdoin to increasingly do- |
1
minate play as the game wore oft.
The Mules enjoyed an initial lead in the first quarter.
1
capitalKing on an Aubrey Moore interception by scoring ¦ |
on a Jim Hayes' nine yard toss to Reid Cassidy. Unfortu|
nately, Colby could not score again u ntil the fourth quarter, $
after Bowdoin had scored 28 points of their own.
Bowdoin scored their first touchdown on a 31yard
option keep by Jim Penswalle. On the ensuing kickoff , Col- |
by fumbled, the ball ti_? Bo*wdo'in and they ^corrected this rriis- >'
take into' another touchdown ; a four yard run by -JOn Bil|
lings. Just before the half , Bowdoin scored again, this time \
on a brilliant 30 yard catch and run by Jim Small. After a
scoreless third quarter , Bowdoin outscored Colby 20-6
in the final period, on touchdowns by Scott Blackburn , J on
Billings, and Al Spinner to make their final total 41 points. |
Colby's final six points were gained by fu llback Mike Omis- 1
ton , who scored on a one yard plunge.
|
Coach McGee felt that Bowdoin was the best team the
1
Mules have played all season. "We had to play a perfect
game to beat them but wc made five or six key mistakes that
that we couldn 't afford to do against a team like Bowdoin."
Coach McGee singled out Len Saulter, Phil McCarthy, and
Jack Parker for their valiant defensive efforts and was very
pleased w ith the performance of QB Jim Hayes who amassed 236 yards running and passing. Wide receiver Mark
Hi ggins also had a good day, snaring 6 passes for 112 yards.
Next week, Colby moves on to play Maine Maritime who
will bring to the camp a 4-2 record and are coming off a
23-18 victory over Mass-Maritime.
'¦ ¦

Booters Dr op Thr ee
. After playing an excellent gam e against Bowdoin,
the Colby soccer team went flat and dropped three
straight games in five days. On Friday, the Mules dropped
a close one to Clark 2t1in double overtime. The hooters
started off well, as they dominated the midfield
during the first half. Halfback Rick Davis opened the
scoring when he drove one home at 14 minutes of
the first half.
The defense suffered several lapses in the second
half and Clark capitalized on one and tied the game.
The regulation amount of time ran out with the score
knotted at 1-1.Colby had several chances in the first
overtime to end the game but failed to convert. Clark
then shifted into hi gh gear and began to apply pressure
to the Colby defense. With only a minute left in the
overtime period a Clark forward found himself all alone
with the ball just to the left of the goal. He took aim
and fired a hard shot just above the hands of goalie
Larry Hill to give Clark a 2-1 win.
Fullback Brian Kiely, forwards Peter Kraft and Dave
Laliberty, and goalie Larry Hill turned in stellar performances for the Mules.
On Saturday the team travelled to Henniker N.H.
to try and rebound against the New England College
squad. However, New England proved very strong
and the Mule hooters went down by the score of 4-1.

?
\

1891

to

Colby could not connect on its passes and failed to pose any
serious offensive threats.
Colby's only goal was scored by freshman left ¦
wing Chris Mellon with only two minutes left in the .
game. Fatigue from the Clark game and the slippery .
field didn't help the Mules but excuses aside, they just
^
never seemed to be in the game.
Tuesday saw the Mules square off against Bates'
Booters oh horrendous Loeb's Field. The Bobcats shutout
the Colby team for the second time this year, this time
1-0.
The first half was dominated by Bates as they
controlled the midfield. The Bates fullbacks consistently
cut off any Colby offensive drives as they continually
beat the Mule forwards to the ball. Bates scored the
game's only goal with only a few minutes left in the
first half.
Colby 's offense came to life in the second half ,
as they began to out hustle the Bates defense. They kept
consistent pressure on the Bates goalie but could not set
the ball into the net. Excellent games were turned in
by halfback Bob Kwatkowski, fullback Jamie Stubner,
and forwards Doug Giron , Dave Laliberte , and Chris
Mellon.
Colby's record is now 2-8 with only two games left.
The booters travel to Cambridge, Mass. to play MIT
on Saturday and then meet Bowdoin at home on
Wednesday.

OUR 84th BIRTHDAY

j
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We're 84 years old and still growing!
We're expanding our store so come down
during our Birthday and Expansion SALE!
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| DOWN LOOK PARKAS
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TURTLE NECK J ERSEYS

For Guys and Gals
; All Cotton in 20 colors
; A $5.95 value
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"A Growing Concern "
(across from City Hall)
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WEEK IN SPORTS
Saturday
Football vs. Maine Maritime (H) 1;30
Soccer vs. MIT (A)
Wednesday
Soccer vs. Bowdoin (H) 2:00
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Clark Barks
—Andrew Dennison

Colby 's Pat Collins lets loose a f orehand drive at state cham-f

pi o nsbips

(photo by Nick Levintow)

Racqueieers Take
Stor e fiffe
-rJoshua Smith
The women's varsity tehiiis team captures their
eighth straight State title Saturday at Bowdoin on the
strength of Karen Huebsch. and Bev Vayhinger's
doubles play.
.
/
Colby garnered eight points in the tournament .
while runner up BOwdoin captured Seven;
Huebsch and Vayhihgier woii the doubles title over
the Bowdoin team of Laura Lorens and Robin Shiras
6-1V5-7.-6- 3. - . In the first round the Colby team had little trouble
beating Joanne Kayatta-and Linda Hermans of Bates
6-1, 6-3, The next round proved far tougher as Vayhinger
and Huebsch were forced into tie breakers in both sets
before topping Debbie Blaclcwood and Elaine Michaud
of UMO. Coach Either thought thao Vayhinger played
her best tennis of the year in Brunswick.Combining
that with the steady p lay of Huebsch, they represented
a winning duo for the Mules.
The singles p art of the tournament was somewhat a.
surprise, though , as the number one seed Janet MacManama of Colby was upset in the semi-finals by
Bowdoin's Beth Gerken. MacManama had beaten
Gerken only 3 days prior to the tournament during
a dual match. According to Coach Either, "Janet just coulc
get going again st her steadier opponent."
Also competing in the singles tournament for Colby
was freshmen Pat Collins. She defeated Terry Boynton of
UMP1 in the first round before falling to the number
two seed Sue Staples of UMO.
Each match that a school wins gives them a point
towards the team title, with the winner of the final
round receiving two points for that victory. So, it was a .
total team victory at Brunswick with each Colby entrant
contributi ng some points towards the winning total.
Th e team deserves congratulations for climaxing a
hard season in such style.

Now that the W orld Series rush js over we can return
to something a bit more substantiaf:
Gladys Grail and Whitney Stanley had their day in
court last Wednesday but really failed to come to any
conclusions. Judge Roscoe Bird emp hatically stated
in his opening remarks that he wanted some definite
solutions to this embarassing paternity suit. In his
words, he felt that "pre-trial publicity may hinder
.proper jury selection as well as damaging the fair name of
the state of Maine. He insisted upon rapid reconciliation,
ciliation."
His wish did not come true. Ms. Grail told the allfemale jury the sad tale of her nocturnal rendezvous with
Stanley at last February's Wintcrnational Flying
(that 's the swatting variety) Meet in Chicago. She then
brought out two witnesses, a Chambermaid , Maude
Bunn and an unemp loyed drifter named Lefty Naville,
who both affirmed Ms. Grail's claim that Stanley
misrepresented his intentions when he invited her up
to his room for a drink. Bunn and N aville were
in an adjacent room that night. They overheard carnal
noise and , with only "natural curiosityX looked
in. "We would have walked right down to the front desk and
reported it, but my coffee break was almost up and
I hadn't seen Lefty in sooo long," cooed Ms. Bunn.
The front desk clerk testified that he overheard
Stanley on the phone asking Ms. Grail to "come
up to consummate some business." Cross-examination
from Stanley's defense, lawyer, Bart Folio; failed to specify
exactly what their 'business' was.
Of course, Stanley denied having any lascivious thoughts.
He simply wanted Ms. Grail to look over a television
contract for her husband, the aging Foster Grail, former Flying champion. Stanley said he felt bad about
beating Grail so badly in September's Maine championship, and had contacted som e of his television f rien ds in
an effort to find work for Foster. "Christ almighty," .
he said, "you try and hel p a friend and you end lip getting
screwed!"
Stanley claimed that Ms. Grail entered his room
in a "slightly less than opague" chiffon eveningjj owji

and immediately began whispering in a husky voice
"something about 'an affair ' or 'our business.' "
Ms. Grail , on the other hand , insisted she merely
wanted to see the contract and had only accepted an offered
double Scotch to "be sociable." She said she had come
directly from a wives' reception and had not had time
to change.
What happened after this initial discrepance followed quit<
closely the testimony of Bunn and Naville. Ms. Grail
got a bit carried away on the stand describing their torrid!
lovemaking and had to be cautioned by Jud ge Bird
to "preserve the chastity of these chambers ." Stanley
was no less animated in his account, although he maintained
his moral composure.
Jud ge Bird then sent the jury to cloisters reminding them
of their oath of impartiality. Most of the courthouse
bird dogs predicted a quick sympathy decision in-favor of
Ms. Grail They were disappointed. Four hou rs later , jury foreman
Doloreis Penny packer appeared in Jud ge Bird's chambers
to say that the jury was hopelessly deadlocked.
Apparently the point of contention was the reputation
of Lefty Naville as well as questions about Ms. Grail's
alleged extra-marital affairs with other Flying competitors.
Jud ge Bird recalled the princip les in the case
last Wednesday night and declared a mistrial. He said
he would hear arguments for a retrial in the middle
of next week, Meanwhile, he cautioned all the involved
to say nothing 'to the press about the proceedings.
As you can see, Judge Bird again failed.
So where does this leave us? Still in limbo with little
that we didn 't already know. The prosecution plans
to shore up ,__efty Navill'es reputation before next
week. The defense appears satisfied with their progress,
and are going to only make minor adjustments in their
".
case. •
Through all this Foster Grail slept. When the. jury
announced its non-decision, Grail was softly snoring
in the back of the courtroom. When awoke he m erel y
smiled and said "it couldn 't have been me, of course."
Maybe old Foster has the right idea about this whole mess.
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Debra Perkins, Colby half-back , starts attack in the state championship competition.
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Sticksters Bow Out
In First Rouiid
—Joshua Smith
Friday morning proved to be a disappointing one
f or t he Colby field hockey team as it was thrashed
by Bates 6-0.
The site was the Bowdoin college field and the event
was the first round of the State Tournament. The.
Mule Sticksters had entertained hopes of upsetting ;
the second-seeded Bobcats and moving into the semifinals later on Friday. Unfortunately nothing seemed
to work for the Colby team as Bates totally dominated

the game. The entire team seemed sluggish and weary, a
resu l t of having p layed three games in as many days.
'; The rainy spell caused this clog in t he schedule and
it certainly seemed to take its toll on the Mule Sticksters. ^
Bates moved the ball up and down the field at will,
controlling the vital midfield area. Colby could not
mount any serious offense and failed to pressure the
Bowdoin defense. The sticksters' final season record
is a frustrating and disappointing one win and five losses.

SOCCER

FOOTBALL

I FL R OUndU D

There was plenty of action in IFL Soccer this week with
teams fighting for playoff berths as the season draws to a close
The A league race is tightening up with only half a game separating the top three .teams. DKE shut out'KDR 2-0 to
stay in first place with a perfect 4-0 slate. However, Ice 9
'A' won their game with ATO to stay hot on their heels at
5-1. DU had the best week though , shutting out both ATO
and Phi Delt by identical scores (1-0). This brought the
DU's record to 4-1.
In other A Division action , Santos beat Tau Delt 2-1.
Tn the B Division, Last Year's Team (5-1) took sole
possession of first place on the strength' of its (1-0) shutout of
of Averill. Second place International A (4-2) had a 1-1
week as they lost to Foss 2-1, but beat L-7 4-0. International
B moved into third place, winning two games this week.
They downed Ice 9 B 2-0 and L-7 3-1.
There are only three days of regularly scheduled games
left, but there are still some rain-outs to be made up. The
playoffs will start about November 10th.

IFL football saw little action this week with three forfeits, one postponement and one classless, gameless day occurring. In the only game played, LCA-B easily trounced
Leonard 34-12. This was the last game of the B season and
LCA B and the Bang Gang are playoff-b ound.
In the A division , DKE forfeited to Phi Delt and ATO
forfei ted to Zete. Playoff spots in this division are far from
set with DKE, DU, and KDR fighting for the last two spots.
DKE and DU stand at 6-5 with one game left. KDR is 5-5
and has two games to play.
A League
LCA-A
Tau Delt
DKE
DU '
KDR-1
Zete
Phi Delt
ATO

B League
11-0
8-2
6-5
6-5
5-5
4-8
3-7
0-12

"

LCA-B
Bang Gang
Leonard
Dana 1st
Doodahs
' _.
«••.
Pl Lamb
Dana 2nd

9-1
8-2
5-5
5-5
5-5
a 6_
4
"
0-10

as Paco watches in disbelief.
(photo by Sherry DeLuca)

I ce—9 "freezes " ATO in intramural action
(photo by Sherry DeLuca)
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BE SURE TO MAKE YOUR TRAVEL

RESER VATIONS NOW FOR THANKSGI VING AND XMAS VACATIONS.

YOU MAY BE ELIGIBLE FOR BICENTENNIA L «
• ¦«
EXCURSIONS!!

save $$ - „

;

Call: Paul Bishop Student Rep, for

'

WATERVILLE TRAVEL

ext. 360.

Mir. f ish i Chips
featuring

delicious fried chicken and seafoods
beer on ta p
This Week's Special
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Cla m Basket $2.15
Next Week :

Fish Basket ****
LOCATED AT

THE ELM PLAZA BOWLING ALLEY
OPEN 11-1 0
873-4554
¦ •_
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OUTING CLUB EVENTS

Woodsmens Weekend
It was that time of year again, time for the University of
New Brunswick to host the annual fall International Woodsmen's Competition. As a historic first , Colby 's two Woodsmen's Teams were accompanied by a full Woodswomen 's
Team. Friday afternoon saw great activity in the Quad as
carfuls of equ ipment and Woods"*meh" loaded up (in more .
ways than one) and headed off for Canada for the reputedly
wild weekend. After fivc hours and a few international difficulties, ("Yes, Officer , we do have some beer — I think
we have two 6-packs . .. left"), the teams rendezvoused at
a local bar to acquire the correct mental framework for
Saturday 's stiff competition : 23 teams (including 5 Woiricns
Teams) representing 9 colleges had showed up for the meet.
Saturday dawned cool & clear, CLEAR. A non-rainy meet?
unheard of except for a few old timers who seemed to remember such an occurancc — sometime back in the forties!
The meet was run MacDonald style (Mac Gills Forestry School);
it began with four heats of Felling & Twitching and ended
with a mass Fire Building — and in between was a giant freefor-all scramble to complete the other ten events which included th ree team events: swede saw, cross-cut saw, and
pulp toss; three double events: speedchopping, log decking,
and splitting ; and five single events: chain throw, dot splitting, axe throw, power saw, and water boil or fire building.
The day of competing was mixed with highlights and disasters for all three teams. In the final standing, Colby
placed 9th , the B-tcann 16th , and the Women 's Team 22nd.
A pride and closeness between Colby's three teams was b orn
and grew during the intense day. There was the A-team that
tossed its way to victory in the pulp throw and scored reasonably well in its singles events, but was overcome by our
own cross-cut and swede saws which threw fits of distemper
upon their attempted use. The boys had hoped to win the
sawing trophy but the improperly sharpened blades proved
a disappointment for all. The B-team also showed respectably well in its singles but ran afoul with the two saws.
Among the Women s Teams, the Colby Girls astonished
the boys by placing second in felling & twitching and power
saw, and first in dot splitting. The afternoon events proved
to be a little rougher, but the Girls put on a good show such as Lynda "Savage"Warren, who gutted out speed chopping, annoyed that the axe became so sweaty, only to discover after the event that it was her own blood!
So after a pretty satisfactory meet, and a few cases
of beer and some ice cream floats, the Colby teams cruised
out to the New Brunswick Woodlot to join a Hammerfest
already in full swing. The center of attraction was Fire-Wal.king where a six foot spruce bonfire blazed hot and spark y,
.. . and invitingly to those totall y inebriated, for a little
walking.
After accom plishing a few walks, the Colby team members one b y one responded to a distant fiddle strain. Out in
the woods about 200 yards from the blazing infern o, the Colby gang created their own atmosphere with fiddles, spoons,
and guitar . .. and 6 cases of beerl It should also be mentioned that Colby broke its' Split to Study Reputation and
for once was the last team to leave the party, being driven
away by a sudden downpour. What would a meet be like
withou t rain?
All in all , the meet can be pretty well summed up by a
freshman.who happ ily noted : "Oh boy, oh boy ! 3V4 m ore
years of this! 1" We'r e l ooking forward to a super season and
are awaiting the win ter meet with unbounded enthusiasm sr
sharpened saw blades! .

Acadia
"the weather report was good , but Saturday morning
dawned foggy. Six hikers piled into the car despite the
uncertainty of the sun appearing. Driving north on.
1-95 to Bangor our doubts co ntmuedand it wasn't
until Route 1-A in EIlsworth,-whcre the mountains of
Acadia National Park come into view, thai the sun
burned away the fog and blue sky dominated.
Thefirst of many highli ghts of the day was the
sighting of a bald eagle on his perch overlooking the
ocean. After this stop, a couple more "photography"
stops along the shore, and a look at R ockefcller 's..¦¦
territory in Seal Harbonthe group was ready to stretch ,
their legs. Pcmetic Mt. just west of Cadillac Mt. provided
the chance to'find out just how cram ped the VW had
been! A steep % mile at the beginning of the trail,
leveled off to open ledges and tremendous views , ' "
looking west (and down!) at Jordan Pond and E agle
Lake. The summit provided 360 degree views of Cadillac
Mt. , Schoodic Peninsula , Camden Hills, and of course
the Atlan tic Ocean! The photograp hers went to work
again capturing the sights and also trying to get close
(but not too close!) to a porcupine. Ending the hike
at Jordan Pond just about noon we decided that lunch
on the shore was a definite must. Anenome Cave was the
spot for our picnic. Unfortunately the tides were not
favorable to allow us to explore inside the cave.
Following lunch we climbed the Beehive, a beehive
shaped mountain approxim ately 500 feet in height.
Leaving from Sand Beach the trail rose abru ptly over
steep ledges via switchbacks and iron ladders and provided a "sporty" hike with fantastic views of Frenchman 's Bay, Sand Beach, and Otter Cliffs. The descent
was over a more gradual trail which had much recent
evidence of beaver work ! Before heading back to Colby
a stop at Otter Cliffs (a good rock climbing spot right
on the ocean!) allqwecrfor a last glimpse and smell
of the salt water.
The clouds rolled in and got very gray as we headed
off Mt. Desert Island. Before arriving back at Colby
the rain hit, but Acadia's sun had provided a nice
Utopia for the day! ' -¦-- . .

Photo by Martin Hubbe.
Colby Outing Club maintains a bridged section of the Ap
palacbian Trail.

OUTING CLUB NEWS
MOUNTAINEERING LECTURE & SLIDE SHOW
WEDNESDAY , NOVEMBER 5th
|
6:30 p.m. Lovejoy 100
Peter Metcalf , an experienced climber whose accomplish
ments include. El Capitain and Half Dome, will show
slides fro m his recent ascent of Mt. McKinley, North
America 's highest peak.
THIS SATURDAY!
NOVEMBER 1st '
Ride your bike out to the Outing Club Lodge on Great
Pon d for canoeing and a cookout as well as a gorp
contest. (Bring along a sample of your favori te hi gh
energy snack food and win a prize!)
Bikes and cars will leave from the quad at 2: JO p.m.
Please sign up outside the spa so we can plan the food.
r
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40 Main Street I I I \WpteVvllle. Me.
A glorious viewfrom Acadia Nationa l Park .
Photo by Mar tin Hubbe
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«
LOW record' prices can make nearly any store
look good - but there real ly is a lot more to it, De
|
» Orsey 's is tbe only full-servicerecord store in the « area , not a small section of some big department
5 store . Our staff is knowledgeable and helpful , arid
» our stock is geared to your needs & interests,
. Meaning this - J esse Colin Young &J ohn
|
« Payne albums on sale at $4.99 (do n 't -miss 'em live this
« this weekend),
.
•
:
ff specials that go f a r beyond the Top Ten,
-$4.9
|
to include Colby favorites like Dave Mason , Chick
|
0 Corea , Bonnie Raitt, Herbie Hancock , & Renais¦
¦
« sance, . .
. ' ' •' , . '
| Plus a complete order service f o r those hard
5 to fin d albums , as well as calcula tors, tape cases ,
!
« record cleaners, and an extensive stereo section
]
K with KtH, Technics, Garra rd , & Akai equipment. , ' ¦'
5
Grante d, all roads don 't lead to Elm P laza,
!
, 5 but co me see us, It 'll be worth if.
!
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UniWoodsmen and women go ' to it last weekend at The
Pbo to by Brett Thatcher
versity of New Brunswick.
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THE ARTS

Phy llis Lamhut Lectur e Demonstration

On Dance

Colb y Marching Band

—David Hams •
Although Colb y lost to Bowdoin in football this weeken
d,
the world-renowned Colby Marching Band scored a
In an intriguing display of modern dance ideas, eleven
major musical victory over its Bowdoin rivals. In its first
members of the Phyllis Lamhut Dance Company performed
away performance of the year , the Colby Ban d outnumbered ,
a spontaneous improvisation while Ph y llis Lamhut spoke
on the concepts of dance as an art form. Ms. Lamhut deoutplayed and outmanuvered the all-male Bowdoin "Prescribed dance as being a "moving state of the mind" in which
cision" Marching Band.
the dan cer strives to "achieve totality of mind and body."
The Colby Band , with its characteristi c style and ap lomb,
It was quite evident that each dancer was endowed with an
and assisted by four volunteers, performed three pieces. The
energy flow which transformed simple movements into an
Band began its portion of the half-time show b y forming a
artistic for m with kinetic and aesthetic emphasis.
dollar sign and playing its fam ous "National Emblem "
In the lecture demonstration , the company did not
march , the performance of which was even a successfu l
execute the usual routine of movemen t and exercise neceschallenge to the University of Michigan Wolverine Marching
sary for the train ing of a dancer , Rather ,the company and
Band at its recent competition. This tune was followed by
.
its director chose to emphasize the basic concepts which
mo,
shape
,
time,
another
national emblem , a keg of beer , to the strains of the
space
namely
comprise the art of dance ,
through
concept
was
demonstra
ted
Beer
Barrel
Polka " and then a jazz arrangement of "I Can't
tion , and dynamics. Each
invention.
with
remarkable
" in the ever-present heart formation.
Loving
You
improv isation
Stop
¦
In the con cept of shape , the stress was on the awareThough the Band delivered an eminently enjoyable perness of body modeling and the sculptural qualities a dancer
formaricc, both in the stands and on the field , the rudeness
creates with himself and with others. Shapes molded were
of the Bowdoin Precision Drinking Band should not go uncompact and open in intertwining puzzle-like units and
mentioned.
Breaching the well-known laws of hospitality,
long string-like forms, respectively. Other geometrical and
by
which
the
visiting marching band performs first, Bowdoin
biomorp hic form s evolved among the performers . Another
played first. A few of the wilder Colby members were-tactcategory of shap e explained by Ms. Lamhut was the exagfully restrained from "meeting them at midfield." As a regerated sense of shape by using the face as a tool of the bo- .
sult , the Colby Band did not have the chance to finish its
dy. At this point of the improvisation , the dancers formed
a line, and with a few m ovements and severely contorted
show. Unlike the band in Don McLean's famous song, the •
facial expressions , the dancers defined the virtues of characmembers did not choose to "refuse to y ield". Thus the Colter and strength , animalistic and foolish senses , and fear and
by Band could not demonstrate one of its finest acts of cojoy.
... .
ordination : staying in a C-formation , marching and playing,
Another element of dance is space , the area in which the
all at the same time! To add to this insult, the Bowdoin
dancer moves, defines, and creates. Phy llis said that the danBand played raucously in the stands while the Colby Band
cer can "gather or send out " space, that space is dynamic and
was on the field.
that the dancer must "decentralize" space in order to be
Bowdoin 's slight competition and rudeness were easil y
spiritual. For example, in a segment entitled "Rebound and
icked;
overcome by the Colby Marching Band , who will be retur-'
Resistance" two male dancers and two female dancers p
•'Hard and Soft '
up the rhythms of one another 's movements or responded
ning virtuous and victorious to the home mud this weekend.
to a stimulus, such as a touch , kick , or beat. A reflexive
(photo by Ed Basuttil)
In its concert music guise, the Band.will perform this Friday
motion led from one response to another. In a segment en- night , October 31, at 8:30, in Given Auditorium. The Martitled "Hard and Soft ", the viewer sensed the differences of
ching Band will also be performing at halftime during the
The dance company was filled with this kinetic and aes- football game this Saturday. Don 't miss it!
hard , abrupt and rugged movement counteracted by soft,
thetic enersv which generated the spontaneous improvisapliant , and wavy movements. "Verbalization " is another
articulation of space. Throu gh the command of certain
tion that quite accu rately disp layed the various components
words two dancers responded accordingly, often humorous- of'the art of daflce. The^cnS-bn s, conflicts, ahd' probl-ms
of space, time, dynamics, and motion were explored in the
ly. Commands of "head , chin , slowly, stop, breath , and
unexpected
but
ovements
quick
m
development of each improvisation b y the sensitive response
end" not only sparked
"
was
made,
command
of
"hold
hands
responses. When the
of the dancer. The dancers responded quickly and proficientthe dancers did not hold hands with each other , but did so
ly to each dimension . The only problem of significance was
with themselves or a member of the audience !
that of ending an improvisation because forces of creativity
Time is another dimension of dance in which the duration always flowed and it was difficult to decide when to terminate
of rh ythms if felt. At this point of the improv isation , the
nate a dance. It was evident that the art form defined by
sensed rh ythms, speeds, and interactions of bodies was apone that demanded
parent. Intwined in all the aspects of dance was the concept the Phyllis Lamhut Dance Company was
a quick intuiti ve and kinetic flow of energy from the mind
of dynamics and motion. With motion the dancer contriand body.
bute d feedback and energy.
— Jenny Frutchy

J ohn Payne Quintet
High Energy Coff ee House

-Vinny Martucchi
'
Last Friday night , the John Payne Quintet appeared
at the Coffeehouse. Since their last gig at Coluy, the
band has grown in concept and number. The quartet
of last spring split up for th e sum mer and when they
got it back together this fall , they added percussionist
Ricardo Torres. The group was much tighter and they
performed with incredible energy . Ricardo functioned
very well within the quintet after only one month with
^ Payne. They have matured as a grou p and m ade greater
dem ands on each other to combine separate musical
for ces.
The tune "Hemiola" was an excellent example
of th e quintet's cohesiveness. Composed by Jerry
Murp h y, the drummer , the song star ted with a Brazilian baio rhythm , a cousin rhythm of the Samba ,
in three . Louis Levin played a repeating line on the
piano in fiVe , while Ri cardo played;an African shaker
rhy thm in six. Scott Lee playecf the head on the bass to
round out the tune.
,
There were a number of new compositions, ano t her
album , in fac t, They p layed a wide range of st yles and
moods. There were quiet moments in songs such as
"From Past Days," an acoustic tune in which/John . .
p layed a fine flu te solo. There was bop (there is always
bop), "Twen ty-Three years," decidedly not their 'bes t effort
And of course, there was funk , lots of funk. "African
Brother" ended the second set and was the longest
tune of t he nig ht.
•
The sound in the Loft is improving , or at least we are

J ohn Payn e
(photo by Pat Trun zo)

getti ng used tp it. The times are few when both performer
and audience provide each other with the energy necessary
to crea te a health y environment and make music,
Last Friday night was one of those times,

Diane Lieberman tn a Friday Noon day Recital
(photo by Brian MaCartney)

Positions Open on Trustee Committees
There are currently eight positions open for
student representation on four Board of Trustees Committees. The committees: Educational Policy, Buildings
and Grounds , Planning, and Student Affairs , are required
to have two voting student representatives each , and
these positions need to be filled by the next Tru stee
meeting.
These representatives are to be recommended to the
Chairman of the Board by the Executive committee
of the Studen t Association. In the past recommendations
have gone through President Strider, who then made final
student recommendations. The Executive Committee
is currently debating the legitimacy of that procedure,
and is considering submitting their recom mendations
directly to the Chairman.
The four committees are extremely important to the
functioning of the college, and if used effectively,
could allow much student input into Colby's decision
making process.
The Planning Com mittee is charged with advising the
President on developing long-range programs for the
college; considering the financial, salary, facilities, enrollment, and other requirements of such plans; conferring
with other committee as a means of gathering planning
¦
information; comparing the growth and plans of the
,
college with other colleges ;and reviewing operating
and capital budgets for conformance with long-range
p lans. This committee influences actions that produce
projects like Runnals' and Roberts' renovation , the
building of an infirmary and science facility.
The Education Policy Committee is designed
to study and appraise the quality of the academic
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Anyone interested in serving on a Board of Trustees Committee should sign up at the Stu-A office
in Roberts or at 228-A Dana by Wednesday , November
5th.
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program. This involves comparing Colby to comparable
institutions in terms of teaching load , class size, studentfaculty ratios, instructional expenditures and other
. factors. It also is to formulate short and long-range
enrollment goals. This could be a decisive committee for
changing the education requirements of the college or
changing the students work load.
The Building and Grounds Committee reviews
and analyzes maintenance and .operations policies,
recommends improvements, recommends approval
of plans and cost estimates for new facilities, and
cooperates with the Planning Com mittee in stu dying
long-range facilities requirements. This committee was
¦
instrumental in recommending the location of the
infirmary and the proposed science facility. It could be
important in Roberts' renovation planning.
The Student Affairs Committee is charged with
reviewing matters affecting students of the college,
other than academic. It considers proposals and makes
recommendations. Here a student cbuld be very instru- .
mental in pointing out just what are student affairs and
concerns. This committee could also be an effective
means for investigating the student activities fee
and the health policy.
All Board Comm ittees, it should be noted, deal
with things presented to them , on an agenda system.
'
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frorrfllptown Saturday Night'.'.. I
J It'¦s the same two dudes
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but
this
time
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In its continuing effort to bring to Colb y films by
major directors fro m all over the world Film Direction
this week will show Satyajit Ray 's Devi. R ay, the premier
director of India 's large fi lm industry is a master of
the trade and constructs his films in an epic fashion.
Dev i, concerned with such motifs as reincarnation
and h ero w orshi p i s a comple te film wh ose plot line
centers on a families worshipping of one of its members
as a di ety, In theme Devi is concerned with the effects
of her o worshi p in a world where the hero cannot
really exist. Essentially a finely constructed traged y
Devi's conclusion when the whole deal goes down
for all involved is one of t he m ore powerfu l experienc es
capture d on film.
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Gamma Rays
and
Marigolds
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Colby Powder anif Wig f reieiiti
Paul Zindel' s Pulitzer Prize Winnin g Hay

"BEATRICE WAS THE MOTHER . ..
and the embittered ringmaster of the circus, Hunsddrfer ,
featuring three generations of crazy ladies living under the
sloppiest big top on earth. Nanny was no problem, she sat
and stared and stayed silent as a venerable vegetable should.
Ruth was half-mad and easily bought with an occasional
cigarette. But "how in the world could Beatrice control Tillie—keeper of rabbits, dreamer of atoms, true believer in life,
hope,' and the effect of gamma rays on man-in-the-mood
marigolds. . ."
In the traditional language of flowers, the .marigold stands
for despair. People who have heard a bit about Paul Zindel's
play, The Effect of Gamma Rays o n Man in the Moon Marigolds mistakenly feel it to be ""heavy " and hopelessly sad.
Actually , it is a strong statement for humanity and its Herculean effort to preserve its dignity, no matter what it is
"sucked into" by an inhumane society. And although it is
deep, it is a simple story about real people.
. . . Marigolds will be presented by Powder and Wig, under
the direction of John Mulcah y ;Wednesday through Sunday ,
November 5-9, at 8:00 pm , with the exception of Saturday,
when performances will be at 6:30 and 9 :00 pm. Beatrice,
the key character of the piece, will be played by Jayne Osier;
her daugh ters by Jenny Holan and Claudia Schneider. L.A.
King plays the role of "Nanny", and Laurie Atwater takes on
tne cameo role of Janice Vickery. Those wishing to attend
the play are asked to reserve tickets, due to the limited seating on the upper floor of the Farrar-Brown Company on
Silver Street (across from the Morning Sentinel), and to .
dress warmly! Tickets can be obtained for $1.50 at the dining halls, or by calling X 226 from 6:00 to. 7:00 pm. Tickets
w ill not be sold at the door.
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M id-term week is ever at last! One Colby student
"let it slide " just a little bit too long-Here Giselle
Nadeau catches up on some last minute study ing before
a big test, (photo by Morgan Murphy),
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TICKETS available at Dining Halls or by calling extension
226 nig htly from 6-7 pm. Seating is limited (75/performance ) so get your tickets early.

KENNEDY MEMORIAL DRIVE

Plants ALIVE
"A Growing Conceni *'

Jus t got back from a buy ing t ri pl

Looking for something unusal? . '
Check us out-Limited.supply o^ Hindu Rope plan ts
also Straw flowers-Everything to meet you r plant needs I
Closed Monday
873-2627

'

Cas t onguay Square
"Waterville
(across from City Hall)
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Kennebec Agency
Combats Alcoholism

The Maine coast offers the weary traveler many an idyllic resting spot.

ON THE ROAD

-

Down East Maine
-Jeff Gottesfeld

Downcast Maine got its name from the ceaseless, prevailing winds that originate off the coast. If you hitch-hike
out on Interstate 95 n orth , go through the cities of Bangor
and Brewer, head south towards Ellsworth, and then head
but of Ellsworth due east, you 'll be entering the section of
Maine that is really known as do wn-east Maine — the part
of the state where the closest thing to a fou r lane highway
is an old abandoned airstrip in the town of Princeton.
This is Washington Coun ty, perhaps of Arlo Gu thrie
fame. This is a lowslung, far ranging plain of blueberry
fields and abandoned shacks, a desola te deserted p iece of
turf where the terns and albatross out-number the humans
along the coast, where the fog, and the lobster boats vie
equally for attention. The ocean waters off the Eastern
coast of Maine are reputed to be .the m ost treacherou s
in the world — one of the reasons that was given by opponents of the proposed oil refinery spills — it is unlikely
that inexperienced oil tanker pilots could avoid the treacherous p laces with absolute impunity.
What does a person who goes to Maine go to see? The
major cities are Machias , and Calais, with other classy little towns like Jonesboro , Cherry field , Aurora, and Forest.
City along the way. People don 't go to Washington County
for ni gh tlife — the county is the fifth poorest in the country. You do go thereto wander along miles of deserted
coastline, to take canoe tri ps along either the Machias river with it's class-4 rapids, or the St. Croix river , which
forms th e boundary between Maine and New Brunswick ,
Canada. Either trip is worthwhile. Fishing in the region
is uniformly excellent — white perch grow to be over a
pound in weight , and small mout h bass, brook trou t, and
pickerel are to be found in abundance. There is practicall y no fishing pressure — a far cry from the opening-day
scene in New Jersey.
M achias is just abou t as good a destination as any, The
town itself has a population of onl y f our t housand, and you
can 't help but think that the figure is a gross exaggeration.
Machias does have what many consider to be the best rest-

Dyri -o-MfTE i
That's Fashion Specs, where there's more to
eyeglasses tharf meets the eye. Great styles
with a super .election and a price range for
everyone's budget. Plus the kind of service you
expect from LaVardiere's. And don't forget
to ask about our Student Discount,

FUNDARO S
RESTAURANT
71 Halifax Street , Winslow

Featuring the finest Italian and American
Cuisine in Central Maine
Announcing a Special Introductory Offer to
All Colby Students - Oct 28 thru Nov. 18,
1975. Present Student I.D. Card,receive $1
discount on any meal over $3.

LaVERDIERE'S
O0
9
SUPER DRUQ
STORE
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PLAZA/WATERVILLE
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aurant in a one-hundred mile radius. Helen 's Restaurantsu perb pies, great coffee, and heaping plates of beef stew ,
for Depression-era prices. The town p hotography studio
is run by a young Maine guide named Marty Brown , who'll
be glad to recommend places to go and visit. A fairl y standard excursion is to. hike down from Machias towards Machiasport , out towards Starboard , the site of a USAF tracking station. I was lucky en ough to go there on a foggy ?
snowy day. The combination of the weather, the birds cal
ling, the ocean lapp ing at the shore fifty paces away , and
the absolute solitude was devastating.
Calais is rumored to be the main m arijuana-smuggling
point on the Maine board. (Supposedly the border guards
are comatose at three am on a frosty February morning
with the temperature at -28F.) There is not that much to
do in town , but it's the quickest way to get to New Brunswick.
The region is also the home of Quoddy Head State Park ,
which is the easterly-most point of land in the United States.
This park has it all — beautiful vistas, rugged terrain , and
the Atlantic Ocean to boot. Last January I missed a 2:00
am excursion out to Qjuodd y that turned out to be, for some
people, th e aesthetic highlight of the year. The park was
barren , the trees and shrubs ice-encrusted , the ocean spray
had frozen many layers thick in the sub-zero temperatures.
Another attraction , espec ia lly if y ou've been feeling dehumanized , is to catch the sunrise at Quoddy. You can be the
first person in the country to greet the sun , unless there is
some maniac camped out on top of Katadin. Should
t here be such a person, he prob ab ly d eserves t he honor, anyway.
Eastern Maine is a long truck , make no mistake about that
'
Machias is one hundred forty-eigh t m iles from Waterville,.
of
Breand the roads are not superlative once you get out
wer. Still the region is so attractive , the culture so different , and the experience so exciting that a weekend out
that way , or at least a very long day, is something that no
human who has the opportunity should miss.
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COCKTAILS

AMPLE PARKING

873-2911

DRAFT BEER

Open-Tuesday thru Sunday

l lam-llpm

—Rob Petersen
Alcoholism leads to . . . and . . . it causes a loss . . . of
.. . and one out of every .. . Such remarks as these which
are associated with alcoholism as a social disease have been
responsible for making it into a myth. Unfortunately, alcoholism is a real problem. The Kennebec Regional Health
Agency is doing something to combat it. For most people
in the college community, alcoholism is something that is
so seldom considered that we do not think of it as a real
issue. However, it is a proble m that we should , at least, be
aware of .
The.main difficulty with defining a specific cause of
alcoholism says Alan Hardy, associate counselor for the Ken nebec Regional Health Agency , "is its subtlety." We comprise
a nation that has made "drinking an established part of American life." Alcohol affects our values. For many, it may
consist of an occasional drink. For others, it is something
that slips in through:the "back door" and becomes a "coping
mechanism " for uncomfortable feelings. It is then , that
drinking turns into a sickness. The irony, says Alan , is that
"peop le in this situation don 't think they are hurting themselves. They take it as a personal issue and will attribute
their drinking to something else. A typi cal example mi ght
be the person who drinks before seeing a friend to "loosen
up", but he is really doing it to cope with his fam ily problems.
The state has set up a rehabilitation program for central
Maine at Seton Hospital called the Kennebec Regional Health
Agency, because it considers alcoholism as a serious social
disease. The program began in February of 1975, and it is
modeled after a similar program operation that has been in
existence for five or six years in Minnesota. According to
Alan , the program consists of a "medical p hase, De-Tox, a
30 to 60 day 'in patient plan * and a two year 'follow-up'
period." For the first m onth or two, a "client" goes to
lectures and enters into group therapy. The lectures consist of films and discussions presenting scientific facts about
alcoholism. The group therapy part of the program is what
Alan calls a "process of leveling and confronting ". The '
purpose of the "leveling" part of the therapy is to discover
how you feel and to express those feelings to others." It is
a process of affirming self-identity. The "confronting" segment is designed to promote listening to others and caring
about others; its purpose is to get people to care enough to
help o-hersiwith their problems. The idea of group therapy
is to make verbal communication a substitute for the "coping mechanism" that alcohol represents. The problem of
rehabilitation is a Life-long one , and recovery is continued
after the program is completed, by the Alcoholics Anony•
mous on a more infrequent basis. .
Many alcoholics have the feeling that nobod y understands me." Peop le who have a drinking problem usually
have strong attitudes about alcohol. They bury their feelings through the "numbing " affects of alcohol and, as a result, come down hard on themselves. They are , then , confronted with failure within themselves. What they need is
some sort of hope.
Unli ke dru g addiction , the rehabilitation program for alcoholism at Seton Hospital is highly successful; 60 — 67%
of the people who enter recover. The goals of the program
are : first, sobriety; second , quality of sobriety.
What this means is that a person has a clear definition of
his attitudes and values , and he can conduct himself according to them , comforta bly'.; It is not likely that a person
who has recovered from the treatment will suddenly turn
back to alcohol ; the risk far outweighs anything the drink
can do for him.
For Alan Hardy, working to correct the problem of alcoholism in the Waterville area is satisfying and challenging.
The program is running smoothly, and he feels t hat "there
are rewards in it that go beyond financia l pay. "
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DORM FEA TURE*
Averill "Try it, you'll like it"
—Alan MacEwan

Stiver Street Tavern ~ calm before the storm,
(photo ny Ed Bussuttil)

Averill Hall is structurally one of the two ugliest buildings (don 't forget Johnson) on campus, or possibly
even on the east coast, or maybe even in the country. This
is, at least in part , attributed to the fact that it was originally an office building, and who ever heard of a pretty office building?
There are 78 residents in Averill with each floor being
fully co-ed. Some of Averill's students feel that , due to
iits relatively small size, it is a community of its own within the college. At least one resident believes that Averill
rivals Foss-Woodman in family spirit. Many a game
of soccer or frisbee can be seen being p layed on the lawn
outside. Just last Sunday , some of the residents got together and p layed themselves in soccer and won 6-5. This
cohesivencss prevails in parties as well as in sports. All the
students get along fairly well: everyone loves each
other, in the platonic sense, of course.

Waterville Gets a Pie in the Eye

Another past-time of the residents is indoor sports, soccer and frisbee again heading the list. Evidently the halls
are excellent for these activities. They do have new car—Carter Newell
peting.
He has also cut an album, called "Pleasure Pudding ", which
Noise is at a maximum level in Averill. It has already
If you happened to stumble in the new Silver Street Ta- has received favorable reviews from Zoo World and Billbeen mentioned how busy the halls are. To make matvern last Wednesday night , you were in for quite a surprise. board Magazines.
ters worse, the walls are paper-thin? one student stated that
Formerly a student at Goddard College, Mr. Pie said
Thereto entertain you was Sweet Pie, a long-haired footon a given day the sounds of banjos , stereos, guitars,
stomping blues and boogie piano player clad in nothing save of his plans, "I lived in Verm ont for many years, now I'm a voices, popcorn-popping, and singing can be heard—somevagabond on the run." A firm believer in what he called
a silver medallion, a string of beads , and a scanty leather
times all at once.
loincloth . After initial exposure to Mr. Pie, the novelty of
"bare-ass boogie", Pie enjoys playing in the nude because
The rooms of Averill are typical institution rooms. Exhis nudity began to wear off , and if the sigbt of a near naked he feels it helps the people in the audience to bridge their
cept the end quads or doubles on each floor , all the rooms
sexual hang-ups and enjoy him for what he is. Asked if
man on stage didn't leave an impression, his musical talent
are identical — one room doubles. The doors, in rememthe cold piano seat bothered him , Pie replied, "I like cold
and lyrics did. When asked "What do you think of Sweet
brance of their office days, still have glass panes in them
as much as I like hot — as long as I'm not chilled or burned that rattle whenever someone exhales deeply. The floors
Pie?", different people responded:
by it." Mr. Pie doesn't want to add a woman to his show
"He seems to be naked."
are covered with that same hideous brown tile so prevabecause he feels "it would create a differen t energy." Ap"I love his legs."
lent on campus (the school must have gotten a . discount
parently there's a market for his talent, for he talked of
"He's very good - he's different. "
on them).
booking in New Jersey and New York City for the remain"I thin k its valid — he's got a lot to say."
The bathrooms are the su bject of much discussion.
der of the week.
"1 think the Red Sox should have won."
"The toilet stalis don 't h ave doors, they have curtains, and
While experiencing Sweet Pie, the crowds all got a taste
"It doesn't matter if he's got clothes on or not — if you
untiLthey replaced them yesterday, they were all full
'
of
the
cozy atmosphere in the basement pub of the new
look you can 't see nothin anyway."
of holes. I don 't need to tell you what that meant." The
Silver Street Tavern, located across the street from the
Sweet Pie's act was a mixture of traditional 2-bar blues,
showers haye two nozzles, an interesting twist. On the
Brass Bell. Characterized by soft li ghts, small, round,
and boogie p iano mixed in with freeform absurdities
first floor one of the residents has devised his own showwooden tables, and a diminutive stage, the tavern seemed
such as one time when he did a rhythm set sniffing his
ering method which is reporte d to be the "best thing since
nose. Mr. Pie's nakedness is an essential part of his act, and to be well-accomodated for live entertainment. The drink
the sauna." This uni que method is called the "Finnish wakf
it is reflected in his liberated sexual lyrics. Performing sets prices were reasonable.
up shower " one simply turns one nozzle onto Hot , the otNeedless to say, Sweet Pie provided an interesting midof over 2 hours, he mixes his music with off-the-cuff dialog
her onto Cold , positions himself between the two, and .
week study break , and in the terms of Pie himself , "Boy,
gues concerning such topics as "what its like to be freaked
spins around. One other note on the bathrooms — evidenwill television seem harmless now."
out", and "how to put up with bullshit in everyday life. "
tly the wastebaskets are too small and on weekends the
floors becom e covered with toilet paper.
The laundry rooms also necessitate , mentioning. Once
I fought my way through all of the bicycles, I had made it.
I was there. Wow ! Before me stood one white washer , one
green washer, and two dryers. It appears that Averill employs a bit of elitism when it comes to doing one's laundry . If one wants a normal , average wash in the good old ,
all-American white washing machine , it costs 25 cents. But
Class of '78
It 's time to start planning the second annual Winter Carfor those discriminating few, the privileged who can afford
President - Al Wilson
nival! This year the class officers will head up the organizing
the luxury, there is the option of using that glorious green
Vice President - Jeffrey Bernard
but need all the help and energy they can get from indivi/
washer for 35 cents - same size .but oh, the status! On the
Secretary - Lisa McBride
i
•
duals and campus organizations.
wall there is a list of rules , one of which reads: "Put in one
•
Treasurer - Alan J. Avtges
Dates for the carnival are Feb. 20-22 , a weekend of great
half cup of tide soap only. " This is in teresting to note ,
athletic activity — 2 home hockey games, a basketbal l game,
Don 't Forget)
especia lly when considering the fact that there is a "Fab"
and a gym nastic meet. Tentative plans include another all
dispenser on the adjacent wall.
Thursday Night - Nov. 6 - Dana Lounge , 6:15.
campus beer bash , a nd a b oogi e on Fri day ni ght. .How ever ,
How's the heating system? "The heat , huh.,. It was on
nothing has been definitely p lann ed , an d no t hing will b e
the
first three weeks of school , an d now that we need it, it
defini te ly planned , withou t a chance for everyone to speak
't been on since."
hasn
and suggest ideas.

The Ice-Carniv al Comet h
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t
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The major organizational meeting will be a week from
t oni ght , Thursd ay November 6 in the Dana Lounge at 6:15.
Committees will be set up at that time and committee chairmen elected - it is essential that the planning start now, before exams and January , so sp end a n h our Thursday ni ght
hel p ing get the project underway.
If you are stru ck wi th any brilliant ideas before Thursday evening, or would like t o hel p with the weekend but
can 't make it to the meeting, corner one of your class officers:
Class of'76
President - Tom Bove
Vi ce Presiden t - John Mara
Secretary - M elissa Day
Treasurer - Brian Kiely
Class of'77
Presiden t - Delva King
Vice Presiden t - J. Phili p Bruen
Secretary - Genevive Smith
Treasurer - Deb Buccina

Averill's greatest advan tage (only advantage?) is its.
location. By my size 11% shoes, it is exactly 27614 feet
from t he nor t h ern door t o t he side door of Lovejoy, making it , by f ar , the closest of all dorms to the classrooms.
It would have been even closer, except that I had to walk
aroun d a pine tree. It is possible to leave (from that door)
for an 11:30 class as late as 11:29:43 and still be on time. '
One resident commented "who cares how close i t is t o
Lovejoy? The important thing is how close it is to the
Spa," The head_ residen t, however , als o a tt ribu t es t he cen
tral location as being a factor for the instance when the
windows were broken , or the time when the fire alarm
was triggered... win a few, lose a few,
Th e academic reputation of Averill is best exemp lified
by the fact that there are four five-year men living there,
including the head resident (Peter Kraft), He was asked
to comment in general abou t his dorm. Peter sat back in
a winged-chair in front of the fire , unbu ttoned the middle bu tton of his Irish tweed sport jacket , t ook , off his
glasses wi th one hand and took the pipe out of his mouth
wi t h t he ot her , paused , and reflected: "Everyone behaves
real good. 1 watch them all the times. No foolin arotin!
No neckin,' Meek - Everybody love it. I watch, 1 wa t ch**

